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PREFACE 

 

This Student Experiment Documentation presents the Daemon experiment 

flown in the BEXUS-16/17 programme. It describes the scientific and technical 

goals of the experiment with detailed mechanical, electronic, software and 

scientific design choices. The relevant project management choices are also 

presented in this document. It contains the schedule of the Launch Campaign 

and the results of the data analysis afterwards. The SED contains every bit of 

information about the experiment. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Solar light, specifically the ultraviolet component of the solar spectrum is an 

essential environmental factor for life. Solar radiation can enhance or damage 

the living systems. The main target for the UV radiation is the nucleic acid, 

important component of the living systems. The UV damage of DNA can 

model the stochastic damage of the living cells. The experiment continuously 

monitored the variation of the damaging effect with altitude from the Earth's 

surface to the stratosphere, i.e. from the ozone shielded state of the living 

systems to the decreased ozone concentration state. The experiment followed 

the development of the DNA damage by optical/spectroscopic methods. The 

experiment provided valuable extension to the results of BioDos. The 

measurement methods and the results of the two projects can contribute to 

future satellite missions and allows more complete understanding of the 

biological risk and the space safety. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Scientific/Technical Background  

 

Astrobiology is a complex scientific field which studies topics related to life in 

the Universe, among others the possibility of extraterrestrial biospheres, the 

effects of space environment on the human body and the evolution and 

growth of life on Earth. 

The latter topic focuses on what environmental and chemical requirements 

had to be met for life to be able to develop and survive on the early Earth. 

Apart from the presence of water and the biogenic elements (C, H, O, P, N) 

from which all biomolecules necessary for life are composed of, the suitable 

thermal conditions and an energy source, every life form needs to withstand 

the hazards of its environment. Such major environmental hazards are parts 

of the electromagnetic radiation emitted by the Sun, in particular the ultraviolet 

(UV) radiation. At present, more than 90% of UV radiation is filtered out by the 

ozone layer, however life on Earth began to evolve before the evolution of the 

stratospheric ozone layer [1]. During the evolution of the simplest and earliest 

life forms, the high-energy range of the UV spectrum was present on the early 

Earth, therefore the study of how simple living systems or biochemical 

molecules are damaged by solar ultraviolet (UV) spectrum is a key element in 

understanding the origins of life.  

Apart from the study of the beginnings of life on our planet, the investigation 

into UV damage offers some insight into a yet unproved theory called 

panspermia [2]. According to the theory, organic molecules or even bacterial 

spores are able to travel and survive in space. The proposed transport 

mechanisms include radiation pressure and meteorites [3]. Life travelling in 

space is also exposed to unfiltered UV radiation, justifying the study of direct 

UV damage on simple biological systems. 
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The molecules and living systems life began with had no notable UV 

protection, therefore studying the effect and the dynamics of solar UV 

radiation damage on model biomolecules and organisms can contribute to our 

knowledge on the evolution and survival of life in harsh environment. 

The harmful effects of ultraviolet radiation on living organisms are based on 

the molecular changes mostly in DNA. The DNA chain consists of a sugar-

phosphate backbone and purin and pyrimidine organic bases. UV radiation 

induces the dimerisation of adjacent pyrimidine bases (Figure 1.1) and leads 

to the formation of photoproducts such as 6-4 bipyrimidines and cyclobutane 

dimers [3-4].  Dipyrimidines present in the DNA chain impair the replication 

mechanism (DNA doubling during the division of cells), resulting in mutations 

(for example: skin cancer in human cells) or cell death. 

 

Figure 1.1 – Pyrimidine (thymine) dimerisation due to ultraviolet radiation. 

The ultraviolet spectrum can be divided into four wavelength ranges: 

 UVA (315-400nm) 

 UVB (280-315nm) 

 UVC (200-280nm) 

 VUV (100-200nm) 

The dimerisation of pyrimidine bases can mainly be attributed to UVB 

radiation, while shorter wavelengths (UVC) revert this and cause 
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monomerisation [4-6]. In polychromatic UV environment the two processes 

run parallel and the overall effect reflects the dominant range of radiation. 

Several biochemical models are available for studying pyrimidine 

dimerisation, such as polycrystalline uracil thin layers, bacterial spores and 

bacteriophage DNA. Daemon uses purified T7 phage DNA for the purposes of 

the measurement which contains two types of pyrimidine bases (cytosine and 

thymine). The experiment contains uracil samples too, which is the third 

pyrimidine base found in RNA. 

The measurement method is based on the change in the pyrimidine sample’s 

attributes. Due to the dimerisation of pyrimidine molecules caused by UV 

exposure, the sample’s absorbance (optical density, OD) decreases [5] 

(Figure 1.2, 1.3). 

 

Figure 1.2 - Decrease of optical density (absorbance) of uracil in the UV range. The red 
rectangle highlights the range of OD change associated with dimerisation 

 

The OD decrease caused by dimerisation is most prominent in a 50nm wide 

range of the absorbance spectrum of a pyrimidine base (~250-300nm). The 

OD change on the outlying ranges can not be precisely attributed to 

pyrimidine dimerisation. 
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Figure 1.3 - Decrease of optical density (absorbance) during irradiation with a 
germicidal lamp at 288 nm 

 

The optical density (Figure 1.4) of a material can be assessed using a UV-VIS 

spectrophotometer.  













tI

I
OD 0log  (1) 

Figure 1.4 – Definition of optical density (OD) where I0 is the intensity of the radiation 
before passing through a DNA or uracil sample, and It is the intensity of the transmitted 

radiation 

 

The usage of a spectrophotometer however cannot provide all the data 

needed for the precise analysis of UV damage on the samples. The 

methodology of a spectrophotometric measurement only allows a few data 

points during a laboratory measurement, and only the initial OD/ final OD 

values in case of a space experiment where access to the samples (and 

access to a spectrophotometer) is limited or impossible. 
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The dynamics of the dimerisation process could be studied better with a 

continuous measurement in particular on a space platform (onboard a satellite 

or the Columbus (ISS)).  

The conception of the continuous measurement was first designed and tested 

during the BEXUS-15 BioDos experiment [8, 10]. Daemon improved and fine-

tuned the pilot experiment setup, but the measurement method is the same 

and utilizes the following idea. 

Optical density can be calculated from the intensities in front of and behind 

the sample material which can be monitored by UV sensitive SiC 

photodetectors (Figure 1.5). For the measurement to work, two sets of 

detectors are required: 

 Reference diode: measures the initial radiation (I0). It is NOT placed 

behind a sample. 

 Sample diode: measures the transmitted radiation (It). It is placed 

behind a sample. 

 

Figure 1.5 – Measurement setup of Daemon and BioDos 

 

The voltage levels measured by the detectors correlate with the intensity 

(irradiance) of the UV radiation falling on them; decreasing absorbance leads 

to an increase in the voltage values measured by the sample detectors. After 

converting the electric signals of both types of diode to irradiance values, the 

OD can be calculated from (1). 
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There were some anomalies observed in BX15 BioDos regarding the 

calculated OD which were under investigation in the Daemon project. A 

significant amount of data points had negative values of OD which is 

scientifically impossible due to it meaning “the filtered radiation is higher than 

the unfiltered”. It must be emphasized, however, that broadband UV sensors 

were used in BioDos. Even though the sensitivity of the detectors was at the 

maximum in the relevant wavelength range (~280nm), the sensitivity was still 

high enough in the UVA and UVC ranges to cause a very high level of “noise” 

in the experiment as the behavior of the samples in these respective ranges is 

not as predictable and understood as in the 50nm wide range specified 

before. This can cause nonsensical data during evaluation. Therefore in 

Daemon, the major change besides the usage of DNA samples is the 

utilization of UVC and UVB sensors with a much thinner sensitivity spectrum. 

The calculation of OD from the sensor data will yield more precise results. 

The gained data may also be used to correct the BioDos findings. 

To evaluate the results of the electrical measurement, regular 

spectrophotometric measurements were also executed. The extent of change 

in the samples’ respective OD levels can be determined by comparing their 

initial and end state absorbance values. The decrease of absorbance also 

correlates with the physical dose of radiation (Figure 1.2) [9], therefore being 

a good indicator of the dimerisation’s effect of UV radiation on this 

biochemical model.  

The calculation of UV dose was also improved in the Daemon experiment. 

UV-radiation strength in the upper atmosphere is dependent on the altitude 

because of the UV-filtering effect of the stratospheric ozone layer. At 25-

30 km of altitude the UVB and UVC components of solar radiation appear in 

the electromagnetic spectrum typical to that altitude. As mentioned before, the 

desired effect on pyrimidine bases is caused mainly by UVB rays. Therefore 

the filtered detectors were used to separate the UV-spectrum into UVB and 

UVC. This lead to more representative measurement data since we were able 
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to determine the dose of „useful” radiation rather than the sum of the whole 

UV-range. 

Part of the scientific results of BioDos (calculated dose, UV irradiation) are 

attached in Appendix C. As the previous experiment was also a pilot for this 

type of measurement, some technological data was also compared with 

Daemon. The most important is the comparison of the thermal behavior of the 

experiments.  

 

1.2 Mission Statement 

 

The Daemon experiment studied the adverse biological effect of UV-radiation 

on DNA in stratospheric environment using a continuous measurement 

method. The experiment was based on the BEXUS-15 project BioDos. The 

introduced changes in the experiment setup provided further details to our 

field of study in order to improve the proposed measurement method. 

 

1.3 Experiment Objectives 
 

Obj. 1 Scientific Measuring the absorbance of 
the biological samples during 

the flight. 

Primary 

Obj. 2 Scientific Measuring the intensity of 
stratospheric UV-radiation in 

UVB and UVC ranges 
separately. 

Primary 

Obj. 3 Scientific Comparing the absorbance 
change of the DNA and uracil 
samples with the results of the 

uracil samples in BioDos. 

Secondary 

Obj. 4 Scientific Calculation of the Biologically 
Effective Dose 

Secondary 

Obj. 5 Technical Improving the technology 
platform used for continuous, 

Primary 
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in-situ biodosimetric 
measurements. 

Obj. 6 Technical Comparing the thermal 
behaviour of the experiment 

with previous results. 

Secondary 

 

1.4 Experiment Concept 

 

The experiment measures the harmful biological effects of UV radiation by 

using DNA and uracil samples with UV photodiodes behind them. It has five 

separate blocks: four optical boxes (OB) and an electronic box (EB). The 

optical boxes are placed on four sides of the gondola. The optical boxes are 

outside the gondola cover and (just as the sample holders) they are eloxated, 

therefore the effect of reflections from the gondola and the balloon are 

minimized and are not significant in the measured irradiance. 

The optical boxes contain: 

 DNA samples. Not all samples are irradiated; some of them serve as 

dark controls used to infer the possible non-UV caused damage. 

 Uracil samples. As with the DNA samples, there are both irradiated and 

dark samples. 

 UV-photodiode detectors (PD) which measure the optical density of the 

samples as described in 1.1. All of the irradiated samples have a PD 

behind them. The experiment uses UVB, UVC and broadband UV 

detectors. Each optical box has a PD of each type to measure the 

unattenuated irradiance in the stratosphere. The PDs have a view 

angle of 30-40 degrees  

 Thermal sensors to follow the experiment’s thermal behaviour during 

the flight. 

The electronic box contains: 

 AUX board regulating power protection and power distribution 
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 PS board which supplies the electronic circuits with sufficient energy 

during the entire mission. 

 OBDH board performing data collection, data processing and 

communication functions. 

 A motherboard which creates an interconnection between the cards 

and the EB connectors. 

The experiment uses the 28V/1A power source of the gondola and has a 

digital interface to the E-Link. The experiment’s EGSE (Electrical Ground 

Support Equipment) and its GUI (Graphical User Interface) constantly display 

the measurement data and also enable manual commands such as the 

adjustment of sampling frequency. 

1.5 Team Details 

1.5.1 Contact Point 

 

Team e-mail: bexus-daemon@hvt.bme.hu 

 

Dr. Györgyi Rontó,  

endorsing professor 

Semmelweis University 

Department of Biophysics and Radiation Biology 

Address: 37-47 Tűzoltó u. H-1094, Budapest, Hungary 

Tel.: +36 1 459-1500 

E-mail: ronto.gyorgyi@med.semmelweis-univ.hu 

 

Student contact point: 

Veronika Grósz 

veronika.grosz@gmail.com 

+36 20 45 868 45 

Egry József utca 18 H-1111, Budapest, Hungary 

mailto:ronto.gyorgyi@med.semmelweis-univ.hu
mailto:veronika.grosz@gmail.com
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1.5.2 Team Members 

 

The Daemon team consists of engineering students of the Budapest 

University of Technology and Economics. Detailed information about the team 

members can be found below. The team members’ expected workload is the 

work each teammate contributes to the project if the completed experiment is 

100%. 

 

András Futó  

Educational background Electrical Engineering, PhD 

Field of work electronics design 

Expected workload 5% 

Academic credits N/A 

 

Vilmos Gorócz  

Educational background Electrical Engineering MSc 

Field of work electronics design, software design, project 
management 

Expected workload ~20% 

Academic credits N/A 

 

Veronika Grósz  

Educational background Biochemical Engineering MSc 

Field of work scientific background, data analysis, project 
management 

Expected workload ~20% 

Academic credits N/A 

 

Béla Hegyesi  
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Educational background Energy Engineering BSc 

Field of work mechanical design, thermal design 

Expected workload ~16% 

Academic credits 4 

 

Borbála Marosvári  

Educational background Computer Engineering BSc 

Field of work software design, outreach 

Expected workload ~16% 

Academic credits N/A 

 

László Tóth  

Educational background Electrical Engineering BSc 

Field of work electrical design 

Expected workload ~5% 

Academic credits N/A 

 

Vilmos Tóth  

Educational background Aircraft Engineering 

Field of work mechanical design, thermal design 

Expected workload ~18% 

Academic credits N/A 
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2 EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS 

 

2.1 Functional Requirements 

 

F.1 The experiment shall measure the absorbance of the DNA samples. 

F.3 The experiment shall measure the temperature inside the experiment 
boxes. 

F.4 The experiment shall measure the current and voltage of all  internal 
circuits. 

F.5 The experiment shall store the measured data during the whole flight. 

F.6 The EGSE shall transceive data with the experiment. 

F.7 The experiment shall measure the UVB and UVC radiation during the 
whole flight. 

F.8 The experiment shall measure the absorbance of the Uracil samples. 

 

2.2 Performance requirements 

 

P.1 The experiment shall be able to sample the analogue channels at 
least 1 sample/second at all analogue channels. 

P.3 The PS shall provide ±2.5V, 3.3V and two ±5V output voltages. The 
accuracy of the output voltages shall be as follows: 

+2.5V:        +10/-12% 
-2.5V:         +0/-14% 
±5V:           ±5% 
3.3V:          ±4% 

P.4 The temperature measurement of the EB and the OBs shall be in the 
range of -55 to +130 degrees Celsius. 

P.5 Temperature measurements shall be performed with at least +/- 3 
degrees Celsius of accuracy. 

P.7 The non-filtered photodiode detectors shall be sensitive in the range 
of 200 to 400nm wavelength(±25nm). 

P.9 The UVB detectors shall be sensitive in the range of 280-
315nm(±5nm). 

P.10 The UVC detectors shall be sensitive in the range of 200-
280nm(±10nm). 

2.3 Design Requirements  

 

D.1 The optical boxes shall be mounted on the 4 sides of the gondola. 

D.2 The optical boxes shall contain 2 dark samples per box as a 
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reference. 

D.3 The OBs shall be mounted on the gondola chassis without the risk of 
falling down. 

D.4 The packaging of the DDs (DNA detectors) shall protect the 
biological samples from environmental impacts. 

D.5 The experiment shall be designed so that it does not harm the 
gondola or disturb its operation. 

D.6 The mounting of the experiment shall be designed to be compatible 
with the rails of the gondola. 

D.7 The experiment shall be designed to tolerate the mechanical loads 
determined by the vibration and acceleration profile of the BEXUS 
balloon. 

D.8 The experiment shall be designed to be operational in the 
temperature range expected at the launch site. 

D.9 The experiment shall communicate over the E-Link by using TCP/IP 
protocol. 

D.12 The measured current on the photodiode shall not exceed 2800nA. 

D.13 The temperature of the optical boxes shall not exceed 40 degrees 
Celsius. 

D.14 The nominal input surge current of the experiment shall not exceed 
1A. 

D.15 The absorbance shall be measured with two independent samples in 
all UV bands in the four optical boxes. 

D.16 The experiment shall operate from the 28V battery power source of 
the gondola. 

D.17 The type and location of the connectors shall be designed to enable 
simple, fast and stable connection by the experiment team. 

D. 18 The experiment shall have an input voltage range of 23V to 34V. 

D. 19 The power supply shall limit the experiment input current to a 
maximum of 180mA. 

D. 20 The experiment shall be equipped with 32Mbit memory to store data 
during the whole flight. 

D.21 The experiment shall withstand the low pressure environment of the 
stratosphere. 

2.4 Operational Requirements 

 

O.1 The experiment shall be launched during daylight. 

O.2 The detector windows shall be covered before the launch and after 
recovery. 

O.3 The experiment shall be able to send measurement and telemetry 
data to the EGSE. 

O.4 The experiment shall send measured data collected during the 
communication loss after reconnection. 
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O.5 The experiment shall be able to adjust the sampling frequency 
autonomously. 

O.6 The ground station shall store the received data onto a hard drive 
during the flight. 

O.7 The experiment shall be able to conduct measurements 
autonomously in case connection with the ground segment is lost. 

O.8 The EGSE shall display measurement and telemetry data with their 
respective units. 

O.9 The experiment shall be able to receive commands from the EGSE. 

O.10 The content of the onboard memory shall be downloaded to the 
ground station after payload recovery. 

O.11 The onboard memory pointer shall be set to its initial value after pre-
flight tests by a ground command. 

O.12 The DDs and UDs shall be protected by the provided protective lids 
while being transported. 

 

2.5 Constraints 

 

 The budget of the experiment is limited to the amount detailed in 3.3.2.  

 The mass of the experiment needs to be optimized in order to reach 

higher altitudes during the flight. 

 Due to the strict schedule of the BEXUS programme, we should use 

general components which are easy to purchase. 

 The flight altitude shall be minimum 25km. 

 The float phase shall last for at least 1h. 
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3 PROJECT PLANNING  

 

3.1 Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) 

 

The WBS contains the work packages associated with the experiment. Each 

work package has a team member responsible for it. 

 

Figure 3.1 – Work Breakdown Structure of the Daemon project 
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3.2 Schedule 

 

Figure 3.2 shows the Daemon schedule. Project management and outreach 

tasks are not shown as they are continuous during the project. 

 

Figure 3.2 – Gantt diagram of the Daemon project. Current status is represented by a 
red line. 

 

 

 

1 Biological Samples
1.1 Phage preparation

1.2 DNA sample preparation

1.3 Testing

1.3.1 Irradiation

1.3.2 Thermal test

1.4 Data Analysis

1.4.1 UV-VIS before flight

1.4.2 qPCR before fligh

1.4.3 UV-VIS after flight

1.4.4 qPCR after flight

1.4.5 Calculations

2 Mechanical design
2.1 Optical Box 

2.1.1 Design

2.1.2 Manufacture

2.2 Electronics box

2.2.1 Design

2.2.2 Manufacture

2.3 Integration

2.3.1 OB assembly

2.3.2 OB test

2.3.3 EB assembly

2.3.4 EB card integration

2.4 Thermal design

3 Software design
3.1 Software algorithm

3.2 SW communication

3.3 Onboard software

3.3.1 Design

3.3.2 Test

3.4 EGSE

3.4.1 Design

3.4.2 Test

3.5 EGSE + OBDH test

4 Electronics design
4.1 OB design

4.1.1 breadboard design

4.1.2 PCB design

4.1.3 Population

4.1.4 Test setup

4.1.5 Thermal test

4.2 AUX panel design

4.2.1 PCB design

4.2.2 Population

4.2.3 Test setup

4.2.4 Thermal test

4.3 MB panel design

4.3.1 Circuit design

4.3.2 Population

4.3.3 Wiring

4.4 PS panel design

4.4.1 Transformer design

4.4.2 Manufacture

4.4.3 Population

4.5 Detectors

4.5.1 Irradiation

4.5.2 Calibration

5 System test
5.1 Thermal test

5.2 UV-test

5.3 Software test

5.4 Mission simulation

DecJune July August Sept Oct NovDec Jan Feb March April May
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3.3 Resources  

3.3.1 Manpower 

 

The team members were assigned to their tasks according to their fields of 

study and previous experience. We also have experts (as it is described in 

3.3.3) who help us when we encounter a problem the team has not seen 

before. 

Three of the team members have previous experience in the programme, and 

can help the others in certain tasks and work packages. For example, the 

software design of the experiment will be done by one of the new team 

members. She, as a computer engineer, has experience in software design, 

but Vilmos Gorócz, who wrote the BioDos software, helped her in doing that. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 - The availability of the team in hours/month (availability during Reviews and 
the Launch Campaign is excluded)  

 

The schedule of the experiment was devised while determining the availability 

of the team members responsible for each task. As every team member has 

other responsibilities during the course of the Daemon project (exam periods, 

holidays, etc.), the time table is constructed taking these into account. For 

example the time consumption of the software design lasts for four months 

not because it couldn’t be completed in a shorter time, but because the 

people responsible for it were available less in the spring semester. 

January February March April May June July August September October November December

Béla Hegyesi 40 40 20 20 20 80 0 0 30 30 20 20

Borbála Marosvári 35 35 35 35 35 20 120 120 35 35 35 35

András Futó 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

Vilmos Gorócz 40 50 4 4 4 10 20 20 10 10 10 10

Vilmos Tóth 20 15 20 15 20 20 20 20 20 10 10 10

Veronika Grósz 40 50 60 60 35 20 100 120 80 20 20 20

László Tóth backup bakcup backup backup backup backup backup backup backup backup backup backup

Sum 183 198 147 142 122 158 268 288 183 113 103 103
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3.3.2 Budget 

The financial basis of the experiment is provided through university funds. 

which covers every financial need of the experiment detailed in tables 3-1 and 

3-2. The launch and review costs not included in tha tables below (22000 

EUR) are provided by the Hungarian Space Office. 

 

 Table 3-1 – Financial details of the Daemon experiment 

Travel 23 392 

Consumables 10 439 

Small Equipment 1 845 

Miscellaneous 369 

Overhead 13 034 

Total 49 079 

                                   

Table 3-2 – Detailed consumables of the Daemon experiment 

Detailed Consumables 
[EUR] 

OB MB OBDH AUX PS total 

Electrical 148 148 148 148 148 738 

PCB 321 413 756 627 756 2 875 

Tests /50 EUR per h/ 185 185 

Hardware I. (raw materials) 554 554 

Sensor+Detectors 5 535 5 535 

Hardware II. (workshops) 554 554 

     
Total 10 439 

 

3.3.3 External Support 

Daemon is a joint project between the Semmelweis University (SOTE) and 

the Budapest University of Technology and Economics (BME). The team has 

access to laboratories and workshops from both universities.  

 Semmelweis University provides Daemon with utilities necessary to 

test and investigate the scientific background of the experiment and to 

analyze the results.  This includes a radiation laboratory with a variety 

of UV-sources and a biochemical laboratory suited for the preparation 

and post-flight analysis of the biological samples (e.g.: thermal cycler). 
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 BME gives us access to the mechanical and electrical workshops 

required to carry out the tasks associated with the mechanical and 

thermal design of the experiment (for example: soldering stations). 

The experiment is consulted by the experts of the Research Group for 

Biophysics of Semmelweis University and the Space Research Group of 

BME. 

 Dr. Györgyi Rontó and Dr. Attila Bérces consult the scientific 

background of the experiment (SOTE – Institute of Biophysics and 

Radiation Biology).  

 Dr. Antal Bánfalvi consults the questions regarding the mechanical 

design of Daemon (BME – Department of Broadband 

Infocommunications and Electromagnetic Theory) 

 Dr. József Szabó and Gábor Kocsis consult the analogue electronic 

design of the experiment (BME – Department of Broadband 

Infocommunications and Electromagnetic Theory) 

 Dr László Csurgai-Horváth consults the software and digital 

electronic design of Daemon (BME – Department of Broadband 

Infocommunications and Electromagnetic Theory). 

 Dr. Pál Bencze consults the questions about atmospheric physics and 

stratospheric environment. (Hungarian Academy of Sciences –  

Geodetic and Geophysical Research Institute) 

3.4 Outreach Approach 

 

The outreach program started with the team’s own website, so official 

information is gathered in one place, and is easily accessible to everyone. It’s 

been online since the beginning of December 2012. 

http://lab708.mht.bme.hu/daemon 

The website’s main segments are the following:  

 BEXUS: here is an overall presentation of the BEXUS program 

http://lab708.mht.bme.hu/daemon
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 Project: this item includes all the pages closely related to our project, 

our experiment. 

o Experiment: overview of the experiment, scientific explanations  

o Team: introduction of the student team and collaborating experts 

o Timeline: shows our project progress   

 Gallery: photos are displayed here 

 Sponsors: our sponsors are listed here, with links to their respective 

websites 

 Links: links to websites that related to our project (future media 

coverage, other REXUS/BEXUS experiments, etc.) 

 Contact: information on how to contact the team (e-mail address, 

Facebook page, etc.)   

The “Timeline” item contains information about the ongoing events, for 

example the reviews. We plan to add more items under the “Project” segment; 

describing the experiment more in depth, giving a few details about 

constructing our instrument. We constantly added more links to the “Links” 

page and update the News box on the home page and the Timeline, plus add 

photos to the Gallery. 

Social Media 

We created a Facebook page, in order to connect with our audience directly. 

We write informal posts about our project, and other related themes (1-2 

post/week, may vary depending on what is happening to the team). The page 

is set to allow everyone to post on the timeline, add photos and videos. The 

Facebook page naturally has more updates than the website. 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/daemon.bexus 

If we can record some interesting footage then we will post those on 

YouTube. The social media accounts would be linked with each other. 
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Targeted and broad media 

We can reach university students by publishing in the university newspaper 

called Műhely, collaborating with the student studio of the university. We have 

a small TV, and a radio studio (BSTV, Rádió Pozitív), which are broadcast 

online. 

We plan to contact blogs and websites covering space-related, scientific 

topics. Thanks to BioDos experiment we already have media contacts, for 

example we could continue the series that appeared on cydonia.blog.hu. We 

should be able to publish on Űrvilág.hu, the Hungarian astronautical news 

portal.  

Lectures 

We would give lectures at the university, in courses called „Space 

Technology”, and „Practical Space Technology”, and we can also give 

presentations in scientific conferences. 

Scientific publications 

Upon the completion of the project, our results will be disclosed in the form of 

scientific publications. (For example in the Journal of Astrobiology and 

Outreach) 

 

The list of outreach activities is presented in Appendix B. 
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3.5 Risk Register 

 

Risk ID  

TC – technical/implementation  

MS – mission (operational performance)  

SF – safety  

VE – vehicle  

PE – personnel  

EN – environmental  

 

Probability (P)  

A. Minimum – Almost impossible to occur  

B. Low – Small chance to occur  

C. Medium – Reasonable chance to occur  

D. High – Quite likely to occur  

E. Maximum – Certain to occur, maybe more than once 

Severity (S)  

1. Negligible – Minimal or no impact  

2. Significant – Leads to reduced experiment performance  

3. Major – Leads to failure of subsystem or loss of flight data  

4. Critical – Leads to experiment failure or creates minor health hazards  

5. Catastrophic – Leads to termination of the project, damage to the vehicle or 

injury to personnel  

 

Table 3-1: Risk Register 

ID Risk (& consequence if 
not obvious) 

P S P x S Action 

TC10 Critical components do not 
arrive in time, work is 
delayed. 

B 2 Very Low Ordering the components 
in time. 

TC20 Critical components are 
destroyed during testing 

B 2 Very Low Ordering spare parts. 
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TC30 Experiment boxes are 
damaged during testing 

B 2 Very Low Careful handling of the 
experiment, having spare 
parts. 

TC40 Experiment boxes are 
damaged during delivery to 
Esrange/ in Esrange before 
the Launch 

B 3 Low Having a spare OB and 
spare parts for the EB. 

TC50 The samples and detectors 
are mixed during the 
assembly of the experiment 

C 2 Low Careful planning and 
documentation of the 
place of each sample and 
detector. 

TC60 Due to the underestimation 
of the required budget, we 
cannot afford critical 
components  

B 2 Very Low Careful planning of 
budget 

MS10 The balloon is launched 
after sunset, radiation 
measurement is impossible. 

C 4 Medium Reminding the 
EuroLaunch experts 
about the importance of 
sunlight for the 
experiment. 

MS20 The balloon does not reach 
at least 25kms of altitude. 

B 3 Low Acceptable risk, no 
action. 

MS30 The float phase is shorter 
than 1 hour. 

C 2 Low Acceptable risk, no 
action. 

MS40 The temperature inside the 
boxes goes above 50°C, 
DNA samples are damaged 

A 4 Very Low Acceptable risk, no 
action. 

MS50 One of the Optical Boxes 
fails during flight 

B 3 Low Careful design, PCB 
poplation and assembly, 
otherwise acceptable 
risk.  

MS60 EB fails during flight B 4 Low Careful design and 
assembly, otherwise 
acceptable risk. Some 
scientific data would still 
remain usable. 

MS70 Ground Station and/or 
EGSE software fails during 
flight 

B 2 Very Low Spare ground station at 
the Cathedral.  

SF10 Parts of the experiment fall A 4 Very Low Usage of safe 
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from the gondola mechanical interfaces. 

PE10 A team member leaves the 
project permanently. 

B 2 Very Low Recruitment of new team 
members. 

PE20 A team member becomes 
temporarily unavailable. 

C 2 Low Making sure that all roles 
in the team can be 
substituted. 

 

 

A Material Safety Data Sheet of a T7 phage DNA product is attached to 

Appendix C. Please note that Daemon does not use this particular product as 

we prepare and purify the DNA ourselves, but the material is the same, 

therefore the safety regulations apply to Daemon’s samples as well. As the 

preparation process is done entirely in the laboratories of SOTE in Budapest, 

and the biological material is sealed in the sample holders before shipping, 

dealing with DNA at Esrange can only happen if the sample holders are 

damaged and the quartz layers with the material on them are uncovered. In 

this case, the key elements in the handling and disposal of the samples are as 

follows (highlighted from the attached MSDS): 

 Wearing rubber gloves is advised if quite a few quartz lenses need to 

be handled. Prolonged skin contact may cause irritation. 

 The disposal of the material presents no danger, special disposal 

methods are not required 

 The material is not dangerous to the ecosystem, it does not 

accumulate, it is not toxic etc. (in case a sample holder breaks during 

landing and the quartz lenses fall on the ground) 

 There are no materials with which the T7 DNA has a dangerous or 

toxic reaction 

An MSDS of uracil is also attached in Appendix C with similar key elements of 

handling a broken sample holder. 
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4 EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 

 

4.1 Experiment Setup 

 

 

Figure 4.1 – Block diagram of the experiment 

The block diagram of the experiment can be seen in figure 4.1. It consists of 

four optical boxes (OBs) and an electronic box (EB). Every box is a closed 

aluminium box. 

In each OB: 

 There are 7 DNA detectors (DD). 

o 1 DDs of the 7 are blind – those are not irradiated.  

o 2 DDs of the 7 are measured by 2 PDB (PD with UV-B filter) 
sensors,  

o 2 DDs of the 7 are measured by 2 PDC (PD with UV-C filter) 
sensors and  

o 2 DDs of the 7 are measured by 2 PDF (PD with no UV filter or 
UV full band) sensors. 

 There are 4 uracil detectors (UD). 
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o 1 UD of the 4 are blind – those are not irradiated.  

o 1 UD of the 4 are measured by 1 PDB (PD with UV-B filter) 
sensors,  

o 1 DD of the 4 are measured by 1 PDC (PD with UV-C filter) 
sensors and  

o 1 DD of the 4 are measured by 1 PDF (PD with no UV filter or 
UV full band) sensors. 

 1 PDB sensor that measures UV-B band irradiance directly (PDB-REF) 

 1 PDC sensor that measures UV-C band irradiance directly (PDC-REF) 

 1 PDF sensor that measures the full UV band irradiance directly (PDF-
REF) 

 

All DDs and UDs are the same. 

Each PD has an amplifier circuit. Analogue signals in the OBs are multiplexed 

by EMUXs, those are controlled by the EB. In each OB there is a temperature 

sensor. 

The EB contains 3 electronic cards. These cards are connected to a 

motherboard. Connection between the motherboard and EB connectors is 

implemented by wires. 

There are 2 base plates (BP): EB and 2 OBs are placed on BP1 and the 

another 2 OBs are placed on BP2. 

 

4.2 Experiment Interfaces 

4.2.1 Mechanical 

 

Fixation and mounting of the electronic box  

The EB is fixed on a base plate with bolted connections. For the fixation of the 

PCBs in the EB, card lock retainers are used. Lock washers and thread fixer 

glue is applied for all bolted connections, except for the ones on the bottom of 

the EB, where a flat surface is needed, therefore we use countersunk head 

bolts there (without lock washers).  
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List of components: 

- 6 pieces of M4 bolts 

- 6 pieces of M4 self-clinching nuts 

- 12O7 loc-tite glue 

- 6 pieces of card lock retainers 

Fixation and mounting of the OBs  

The four OBs are mounted on two base plates: two OBs are placed on the 

same base plate as the EB and the other two OBs are mounted on the 

second base plate. Each OB is fixed to its baseplate by four pieces of M4 

bolts with lock washers and thread fixer glue.  

List of components:  

- 16 pieces of M4 bolts 

- 16 PEM SP-M4-1 self-clinching nuts 

- 12O7 loc-tite glue for screw fixing 

 

Fixation and mounting of the base plates  

 

The base plates are bolted to the gondola rails by hammer head bolts, lock 

washers and self-locker nuts. We decided on the sheet metal type base 

plates. The finite element calculations showed that this structure can 

withstand  the expected loads. The manufactured base plates can be seen in 

figure 4.1. The manufactured base plate's mass is 620g, so the Daemon 

experiment is lighter than BioDos, while the used samples are doubled. 

  

List of components: 

- 8 pieces of M6 hammer head bolts  

- 8 pieces of M6 lock washers  

- 8 pieces of M6 self-locking nuts. 
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Figure 4.1 - The produced base plate. 

 

4.2.2 Electrical 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 – RJF21B connector Figure 4.3 – MS3112E8-4P connector 

 

The experiment uses the 28V/1A common battery power. The experiment 

connects to the battery source by the connector that is in the user manual 

(MS3112E8-4P) (Figure 4.3). The experiment uses E-Link. The experiment 

connects to the E-Link system by the connector that is in the user manual 

(RJF21B) (Figure 4.2).  
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OB-EB interfaces 

Connection between the OBs and the EB is implemented by 4 cables that 

connect each OB to the EB. The EB contains 4 DB15 female connectors 

which are mounted on the box (Figure 4.4.). 

 

Each OB contains a DB15 male connector which is mounted on the box 

(Figure 4.5.). 

 

Figure 4.5 – DB15 male connector 

There are four 15 wired cables that allow the OBs to be connected to the EB. 

DB15 male connectors are used on the EB side and DB15 female connector 

on the OB side (Figure 4.6.). 

Figure 4.4 - DB15 female connector 
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Figure 4.6 – 15-wired cable for connecting the OB to the EB 

 

EB internal interfaces 

The EB contains the connectors with which the experiment connects to the 

gondola power and the E-Link system (see Experiment – Gondola interfaces). 

In the EB, there is a motherboard PCB. On the motherboard PCB there is a 

TRJ19201BNL type RJ45 female connector (Figure 4.7). A short UTP cable 

connects the motherboard to the RJF21B connector by RJ45 male connectors 

on each side. 

 

Figure 4.7 – TRJ19201BNL type RJ45 female connector 

 

On the motherboard there are two DIN 41612 type 96 pin female connectors 

(Figure 4.8) that connect two other PCBs to the motherboard. 
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Figure 4.8 – DIN 41612 type 96 pin female connector 

The two PCBs (OBDH PCB and Supply&Telemetry PCB) connect to the 

motherboard by DIN 41612 type 96 pin male connector each (Figure 4.9.). 

 

Figure 4.9- DIN 41612 type 96 pin male connector 

 

Technological Interface: 

Technological interface allows checking experiment status and uploading the 

OBDH software. The EB contains a DB37 female connector that is mounted 

on the box (figure 4.10.). 

 

Figure 4.10 - Technological connector 
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4.11 - Interconnection diagram 
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4.3 Experiment Components 

Quantitites are expressed as “a+b” form, where “a” is the required amount for the experiment and “b” is the spare amount. 

 

Experiment Components 

Boxes 

Name Quantity Price/p Dimension Weight  Status Description 

Optical Box (OB) 4+1 n/a 50x30x116   in stock  

Electronic Box (EB) 1+0 n/a 81x126x130   in stock  

Fixing elements 
Name Quantity Price/p Type  Status Description 

self clinching nut 28+7 0,4€ M4  in stock S-M4-1 

external tooth washer 24+6 0,002€ M2  in stock DIN 6797A 

binder head machine 
screw 

24+6 0,003€ M2x8 
 

in stock DIN 7985 Z 

binder head machine 
screw 

72+8 0,003€ M2x6 
 

in stock DIN 7985 Z 

countersunk head 
screw 

16+4 0,0025€ M3x8 
 

in stock DIN 965 

self lock nut 8+2 0,026€ M4  in stock DIN 982 
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hammer head bolt 8+2 0,3€ M6x20  in stock DIN 261 

Allen head bolt 28+2 0,045 M4x10    
spring washer 8+2 0,0025 M6    
Allen head bolt 20+5 0,03 M3x8    

Connectors 
Name Quantity Price/p Type Polarity No. of pins Supplier Status Description 

Card connector 3+2 3€ B2200-R960 Male 96 Lomex Ltd. 
in stock 

 

Card socket 3+2 2€ B2200-R960 Female 96 Lomex Ltd. 
in stock 

located on motherboard 

Ethernet connector – 
PCB side 1+1 1.2€ TRJ19201BNL Female 8 Lomex Ltd. 

in stock 

 

OB connector- box 
side 4+2 3€ DB15 Male 15 Lomex Ltd. 

in stock 

located on the Obs 

OB connector – cable 
side 4+2 2€ DB15 Female 15 Lomex Ltd. 

in stock 

 

EB connector- box  
side 4+2 2€ DB15 Female 15 Lomex Ltd. 

in stock 

located on the EB 

EB connector – cable 
side 4+2 3€ DB15 Male 15 Lomex Ltd. 

in stock 

 

Supply connector 1+0 10€ 
MS3112E8-
4P Male 4 Farnell Ltd. 

in stock 
given in the user manual 

Ethernet connector – 
box side 1+0 26€ RJF21B n/a 6 Farnell Ltd. 

in stock 

given in the user manual 
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Ethernet internal 
connector 2+2 0.2€ RJ-45 Male 6 Lomex Ltd. 

in stock allow Ethernet connector box side and 
PCB side to be connected 

Technological 
connector 1+1 7€ DB37 Female 37 Farnell Ltd. 

in stock allow to access telemetry data and 
MCU programming externally 

PCBs 
Name Quantity Price/p Box Dimension Layer(s) Mfr. Status Description 

OBDH PCB 1+1 270 EB 120X90 mm 6 Hitelap Ltd. in stock  

Power Supply PCB 1+1 180 EB 120X90 mm 4 Hitelap Ltd. 
in stock 

 

AUX PCB 1+1  EB 120X90 mm  Hitelap Ltd. 
in stock 

 

EB motherboard 1+1  EB 108X83 mm  Hitelap Ltd. 

in stock 

 

Optical PCB 4+2  OB 27.5X170 mm   Hitelap Ltd. 
in stock 

 

Semiconductors 
Type Quantity Price/p Board Manufacturer Package Supplier Status Description 

ADS1147IPW 1+1 8€ OBDH 
Texas 
Instruments 20 TSSOP 

Texas 
Instruments 

in stock 

ADC 

ENC28J60-I/SP 1+1 2.4€ OBDH 
Microchip 
Technology INC 28 SPDIP 

ChipCAD 
Ltd. 

in stock 

Ethernet controller 

PIC18F26K22-I/SP 1+1 2.5€ OBDH 
Microchip 
Technology INC 28 SPDIP 

ChipCAD 
Ltd. 

in stock 

MCU 

SST25VF032B-XX-4I-
S2AF 1+1 0.9€ OBDH 

Microchip 
Technology INC 8 SOIC 

ChipCAD 
Ltd. 

in stock 

32Mbit Flash memory 
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SN74HC138N 1+1 0.1€ OBDH 
Texas 
Instruments 16 PDIP Lomex Ltd. 

in stock 

decoder / demultiplexer / 8 Outputs 

SN74HC4051N 12+2 0.15€ OBDH, OB 
Texas 
Instruments 16 PDIP FDH Ltd. 

in stock 

analogue MUX 

OPA2336PA 24+10 2 € OB 
Texas 
Instruments 8 PDIP FDH Ltd. 

in stock 

amplifiers for the PDs 

SG01M 24+2 75 € OB SgLux TO18 SgLux Ltd. 

in stock 

Broadband UV detector (PDF) 

SG01M-B 12+2 75 € OB SgLux TO18 SgLux Ltd. 

in stock 

UV detector with UV-B filter (PDB) 

SG01M-C 12+2 75 € OB SgLux TO18 SgLux Ltd. 

in stock 

UV detector with UV-C filter (PDC) 

LM20BIM7 5+1 1 € PS and OB 
National 
Semiconductor SC70-5 FDH Ltd. 

in stock 

temperature sensor 

INA169NA/250G4 6+1 3 € AUX and PS 
Texas 
Instruments SOT-23-5 FDH Ltd. 

in stock high-side measurement current shunt 
monitor 

LM2903N 5+1 0.1€ AUX and PS ON 8 PDIP Lomex Ltd. 

in stock 

dual comparator  

LM285Z-2.5G 12+2 0.3€ AUX ON TO-92 Lomex Ltd. 

in stock 

voltage reference 

2N2222A 7+3 0.4€ AUX and PS Philips TO-18 Lomex Ltd. 

in stock 

NPN bipolar transistor 

2N6782 1+1 15 € PS IR TO-39 n/a 

in stock 

n-power-MOSFET 
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ZPD12 5+5 0.1€ AUX 
General 
Semiconductor DO-35 n/a 

in stock 

voltage regulator diode 

LM2904N 1+1 0.1€ PS ON 8 PDIP FDH Ltd. 

in stock 

dual operational amplifier 

LM285Z-1.2G 1+3 0.8€ PS ON TO-92 FDH Ltd. 

in stock 

voltage reference 

SA555 1+1 0.3€ PS ST 8 PDIP Lomex Ltd. 

in stock 

timer 

2N2907A 1+4 0.4€ PS Philips TO-18 Lomex Ltd. 

in stock 

PNP bipolar transistor 

1N4148 6+4 0.1€ PS Philips DO-35 Lomex Ltd. 

in stock 

planar diode 

IRF4905 1+1 1 € PS IR TO-220 Lomex Ltd. 

in stock 

p-power-MOSFET 

2N3810 1+1 15 € PS 
National 
Semiconductor TO-78 FDH Ltd. 

in stock 

dual PNP bipolar transistor 

1N5806 3+1 3 € PS Microsemi DO-35 FDH Ltd. 

in stock 

rectifier diode 

1N5819 8+8 0.3€ PS TS DO-41 Lomex Ltd. 

in stock 

schottky rectifier diode 

LM285BXZ/NOPB 5+1 2.3€ AUX 
National 
Semiconductor TO-92 FDH Ltd. 

in stock 

adjustable voltage reference 

Other electrical components 
Type Quantity Price/p Board Manufacturer Size Supplier Status Description 
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R534 Resistors 250+50 0.03€ 
OBDH, PS, 

AUX and OB Remix 
2.4x6.8x0.6 
axial Peagy Ltd. 

in stock 

power dissipation 0.9W 

M60 Y5U 2+1 3 € PS Mallory 13x13x4 Mallory 

in stock 

multilayer ceramic capacitors 

C052K 70+5 0.3€ 
OBDH, PS, 

AUX and OB Kemet 5x5x2.5 FDH Ltd. 

in stock 

multilayer ceramic capacitors 

B78108-S 10+2 1 € OBDH and PS Siemens 
2.4x6.8x0.6 
axial Lomex Ltd. 

in stock 

filter inductor 

16 and 25 MHz 
Quartz crystal 2+2 1 € OBDH NSK low profile  Lomex Ltd. 

in stock 

 

T110 4+1 2 € 
OBDH, OB 

and PS Kemet 
3.5x7x0.5 
axial FDH Ltd. 

in stock 

solid tantalum capacitors 

MKS2  1+1 0.3€ OBDH Wima 5x10x7 Lomex Ltd. 

in stock 

foil capacitor 

FKP2 1+1 0.3€ PS Wima 5x6x7 Lomex Ltd. 
in stock 

foil capacitor 

HSA50 8+2 3 € OB Tyco Electronics 51x30x17 FDH Ltd. 
in stock 

heating resistors 

Biological detector associated components 
Name Quantity Price/p    Supplier  Description 

Uracil 15+15     n/a in stock 
material of the biological samples are 
effected by the  solar radiation. 

T7 DNA sample 30+10 n/a    n/a in stock  

Sample holder 56 n/a    n/a in stock  

Quartz plates 112 49€    Edmunds in stock  
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Ltd. 

Other parts 
Name Quantity Cost Module Manufacturer Size Supplier Status Description 

ET3007, ET2619 n/a n/a OB and EB Habia 
AWG30 and 
AWG26 n/a in stock PTFE cables 
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Table 4-1: Experiment summary table 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4 Mechanical Design 

 

4.4.1 Layout  
 

The experiment consists of four Optical Boxes (OB) and an Electronic Box 

(EB). Two OBs are placed on a base plate (B plate) in one of the corners of 

the gondola, facing perpendicular directions, and the other two are placed on 

another base plate (A plate) together with the EB in the opposite corner of the 

gondola. The position of the center of gravity is seen on the figure 4.12. and 

figure 4.13. 

The center of gravity of the A plate is 173,3mm along the „x” and 236,7 mm 

along the „y” axis of small compass 

 

 

Figure 4.12 - Center of gravity. 

Base plate 

+2OB

Base plate + 

2OB+ EB 

Experiment mass (kg) 1,96 2,96

Experiment footprint area (m2) 0,125x0,126 0,04x0,21

Experiment volume (m3) 0,00067563 0,0010308

4,92kgExpected total mass of experiment
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The center of gravity of the B plate is 204,3mm along the „x” and 193,3 mm 

along the „y” axis of small compass 

 

 

Figure 4.13 - Center of gravity. 
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4.4.2 Optical boxes  
 

Figure 4.14a – Sample holders inside the optical box 

 

Figure 4.14b – Sample holders (dark and active) 

 

The OBs have a rectangular prism with 12+2 holes to carry the detectors 

(Figure 4.14a-b). The DD/UD itself is placed into a jar, which has two 
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threaded halves. The jar is placed into the holes of the prism. Excursion is 

prevented by the PCB, which is connected to the prism by 6 pieces of M2x8 

bolts. The prism has six slots, three on top and three on bottom. Three 

stirrups fit into the slots, each equipped with threaded holes that connect to 

the frame elements with M2x6 bolts. The box frame is a hollow section, which 

has 2mm wall thickness, milled on top, and twelve holes drilled in front. Three 

stirrups hold two side plates and one top plate (each 2mm wide) with M2 

bolts. The right side plate has a window where the D-sub connector is located. 

 

Figure 4.15 - Assembled optical box – front view 
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Figure 4.16 – Assembled optical box – rear view 

 

4.4.3 Electronic box 

In order to minimize weight, the EB, as well as the OBs, is composed of 

AlMgCu alloy. The base plate’s thickness is 4 mm, the side and top plates’ are 

2 mm. Bolted connections ensure the proper fixation of the box to the base 

plate. The sideplates of the EB are fixed using M3 bolts. The following 4 PCBs 

are placed in the box:  

- Motherboard  

- AUX PCB  

- PS PCB  

- OBDH PCB  

 

Limit loads: -vertical load factor = 10 

  -horizontal load factor = 5 
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These are the maximum values, and the biggest values are expected at the 

final impact (touchdown). We do not calculate with extreme high 

temperatures. 

The maximum load is the vectorial total of the vertical and horizontal loads. It 

is 11.18g.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.17 - Structure of the EB and fixation of PCBs using card lock retainers. 

 

At the inner end of the EB there is room for the motherboard. The other 3 

PCBs are equipped with 2 card lock retainers each, fitting to the grooves 

created on the sideplates, ensuring the proper fixation and easy accessibility 

of the cards (Figure 4.17).  

There are 4 pieces of 15 pin D-sub type female connectors placed on the top 

plate of the EB (connection with the OBs), as well as a 37 pin D-sub female 

connector, an MS3112E8-4P connector (gondola - PS interface) and an E-link 

interface (Figure 4.18). 
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Figure 4.18 - The EB with the connectors 

 

4.4.4 Base plates 

In order to make certain that our proposed construction meets the strength 

requirements, we used finite element simulation. The Siemens PLM Femap 

9.3 was used. The FEM procedure affected the Base Plate only. The other 

experiment units do not need FEM tests as the adequacy of their design was 

proven during the BX15 BioDos flight.  

During the preprocessing, we prepared the midsurface of the sheet, created 

the finite element mesh with 6000 nodes, created the loads around the screw-

holes (where the optical & electronic box is mounted) and applied fix 

constraints on four holes where the equipment is fastened to the gondola. The 

applied load compliance load factor was ten vertically and five horizontally. 

The calculation model was a static analysis. Calculated by the program, the 

results are as follows: 

The maximum reduce-stress awakened in the stem section of overhang 

holder. (Due to the incorrect grip around the fixed capture higher stress is 

raised.) The highest stress was 224 MPa. 
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Conclusion: The RP0.2 of 6061T6 aluminium alloy is 275MPa.  

Ultimate load=”factors of safety” * “limit load” = 17.71 

If the base plate does not tilt in 3 seconds, the plate can fly. 

(Source: CS 23.304 point of EASA CS23 certification specification) 

    

 

Figure 4.19 - The undeformed (green) and deformed state 
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Figure 4.20 - HMH stress around incorrect fixation 

 

 

Figure 4.21 - HMH tension on bending of dangerous section 
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In order to validate the obtained results, we would like perform a crash-test on 

zero-piece Base plate. This test, however is not crucial and can be omitted 

from the test campaign. 

 

4.5 Electronics Design 

 

Optical box circuits 

 

Figure 4.22 - PD circuit design 

 

Figure 4.22 shows the method of the current measurement. The photo current 

is compensated by the output current of the amplifier.   

For the measurement of the UV radiation the SGM01 type Broad Band 

Silicon-Carbide UV photodiode (PD) is selected. These are available with UV-

B, UV-C filter and without filter. SiC material provides the unique property of 

near-perfect visible blindness, low dark current, high speed and low noise. 

The feedback resistor and capacitor are calculated for the expected radiation 

level. 

For the amplifier the OPA336 operational amplifier was selected. The bias 

current is maximum ±60pA (with low temperature drift), which is much lower 

than the minimum expected photocurrent. Figure 4.20-4.21 show the circuit 
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diagram of an OB. On each board the 12 PD + amplifiers measure radiation 

level behind the DDs, UDs and reference PD+amplifiers measure the 

radiation level directly in various UV bands. 

The twelve PD signals are generated respected to the AGND. The AGND is 

the ground of the ADC. Due to the lot of analogue signals, in each OB 

multiplexers are used that extends the ADC channels. These multiplexers are 

referenced as EMUXs. PD signals are multiplexed in the OBs by EMUXs. The 

EMUXs signals are filtered in the EB. 

There is a temperature sensor on the scheme. The circuit based on the LM20 

type semiconductor sensor. The temperature signal is multiplexed with PD 

signals in each OB by the EMUXs. 
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Figure 4.23 – Circuit diagram of the OB  
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Figure 4.24 - Circuit diagram of the OB 
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Power Supply Card 

 

The gondola’s unregulated power is converted by a multi output flyback 

converter, which is located on the power supply (PS) card. This conversion 

method was selected because of the relatively low power requirement and the 

high number of outputs.  

The following voltages are available at the output of the PS card. For the 

optical amplifiers ±3V, for the temperature sensor ±5V power lines are 

available. The digital circuits use +3.3V and the A/D converter require ±2.5V 

power sources. 

The control circuit of the power supply uses fix switch off time current mode 

control. The advantage of this method is the better transient response in 

relation to the voltage mode control, the automatic maximum input power 

limitation. The monostable multivibrator is implemented by SE555, the current 

comparator based on LM393 and the error amplifier is built up by LM358. 

The circuit contains under voltage lockout and slow start up. At the input the 

inrush current limiter controls the switch on peak current. 

At the output the common and differential mode filters decrease the noise 

propagation towards the sensitive amplifiers. The input and the digital current 

are measured on shunt resistors by the high side current sensor INA169 

integrated circuits. All the outputs are matched and filtered to the telemetry 

channels.  

There is a temperature sensor on the PS card that measures the EB 

temperature. 
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Figure 4.25 - Circuit diagram of the PS 
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Figure 4.26 – PS PCB Top (Red) and Bottom (Blue) layers 

Figure 4.26 – PS PCB Ground (Teal) layer 
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Figure 4.26 – PS PCB Ground (Yellow) layer  

 

The OBDH PCB has 4 conducting layers in the following sequence: 

 Top 

 Thermal 

 Ground 

 Bottom 

There is a thermal layer, that is not connected to any component electrically. It 

is connected to the pad row on the side of the card for the card lock retainer. 
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AUX Card 

 

The circuit diagram of the auxiliary board can be seen on Figure 4.26-4.29. 

Every scheme contains the quarter part of the circuits those are equivalent to 

each other. The card contains the OBs power supply, power protection. 

Power distribution, telemetry signals production and the telemetry signals 

filtering functions. Power supplies for the OBs are generated from the PS 

output voltages. 

The shunt regulation method was selected for power supply of the OB 

electronic circuits, because the required power of the OB quite low, a shunt 

regulator relatively simple and can be seen as a current limited source as 

well. The regulators are based on the LM385 programmable reference. On 

every scheme of the AUX you can see the same circuits. In every scheme 

there are 4 shunt regulator. Two of them (OBx±2.5V) supply the amplifiers, 

one of them (THx+4V) supplies the temperature sensor and the fourth 

(OBDx+3.3V) generate the digital 3.3V for the multiplexers. 

The two signal lines arrived from the OB EMUXs and formed in the AUX 

board filtered and matched according to the ADC requirements. 
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Figure 4.26 – Circuit diagram of AUX board 
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Figure 4.27 – Circuit diagram of the AUX board 
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Figure 4.28 – Circuit diagram of the AUX board 
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Figure 4.29 – Circuit diagram of the AUX board 
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Onboard Data Handler 

 

The block diagram of the universal data collector can be seen in Figure 4.30. 

 

Figure 4.30 - Block diagram of the universal data collector 

 

OBDH is based on a 8 bit PIC MCU from family 18F. All analog input signals 

are quasi constants, so it is recommended that the input samples have to be 

averaged for n*1ms, n*10ms. ADS1147 type Delta-sigma ADC is suitable for 

this application, because it contains lowpass FIR filter and generates output 

n*10, n*100 samples per second. So the MCU does not need to run a 

complex DSP algorythm or generate high numbers of data. 

There are 40 analog input channels. These are selected by 74051 and 74138 

circuits by the MCU. 

The 40 analog signals are the following: 

 8 signals from OB EMUXs 

 16 telemetry signals of the OB power supplies 

 8 telemetry signals of the EB 

 8 spare 
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OBDH controls the OB EMUXs by 3 selecting digital signals. All EMUX in the 

OB receive the same control signals at the time, so the same channels are 

selected in each OB EMUXs all the time. The physical distance between 

EMUXs and OBDH is relatively high. Tests are needed to determine the 

signal delays and voltage reflections in these lines. Load resistors are used in 

the OBs and EB to reduce the voltage reflections.  

Ethernet communication is handled by an ENC28J60 type stand alone 

Ethernet controller. The application circuit of the Ethernet controller is given 

by its datasheet (See figure 4.31). OBDH contains parts those situated below 

the dotted line to the left up corner. Isolating transformers are placed in a 

TRJ19201BNL type connector that is placed on the motherboard. 

 

Figure 4.31 – Application circuit of the Ethernet controller 

 

The External Flash memory is a SST25VFXX type. This flash memory family 

is available up to 64Mbit size (at the same size and pinout). The flash memory 

size is 32Mbit. 
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The OBDH connects to the motherboard via B2200-R960 type 96 pin male 

90°card connector, defined in the experiment interfaces. 

Figure 4.32 – Circuit diagram of the OBDH board 
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Figure 4.33 – Circuit diagram of the OBDH board 
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Figure 4.34 – Circuit diagram of the OBDH board 
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Figure 4.35 – Circuit diagram of the OBDH board 
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Figure 4.36 – Circuit diagram of the OBDH board 
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Figure 4.37 – OBDH PCB Top(Red) and Supply (Pink) layers 

Figure 4.38 – OBDH PCB Ground(Blue) and Bottom (Green) layers 
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Figure 4.39 – OBDH PCB Thermal (Yellow) layers  

 

The OBDH PCB has 6 conducting layers in the following sequence: 

 Top 

 Thermal1 

 Supply 

 Ground 

 Thermal2 

 Bottom 

Top and Bottom layers contain signal wires. The supply layer contains the 

±2.5V and +3.3V supplies. There are 2 grounds in the OBDH, the AGND and 

DGND. On the left side of the board there is the DGND for digital circuits and 

on the right there is the AGND for the analogue circuits (MPX, ADC). The 

AGND and DGND are joined in the OBDH board only to prevent current 

flowing on the AGND. There are 2 identical thermal layers (figure 4.39.) and 

they are not connected to any component electrically. They are connected to 

several thermal vias (transfer heat from some components) and the pad row 

on the side of the card for the card lock retainer. 
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On figure 4.40 you can see the electrically and dimensionally equivalent 

engineering model of the OBDH card. that Software development was done 

using on this card. Any software uploaded to the OBDH must be tested on this 

card first. 

Figure 4.40– OBDH engineering model 

 

Analogue signals handling 

 

In the Daemon system there is 1 ADC. Analogue signals of the OBs are 

multiplexed in the OB and multiplexed in the EB additionally. Each OB 

contains 2 amount of 8 channel analogue multiplexers. 2 signals come to the 

EB from each OB. Each multiplexer gets the same control. 
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Figure 4.41 - Analogue signal management 

 

Grounding System 

 

On figure 4.42 you can see the grounding system of the Daemon experiment. 

The flyback converter generates supplies with galvanic independent grounds. 

AGND is connected to the GROUND in the OBDH card. On the AGND lines of 

the OBs there are no current flow. The other grounds are connected to each 

other on the motherboard. 
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4.42 - Daemon Grounding System 

4.6 Thermal Design 

The experiment contains no thermal insulation or heating system. We do not 

expect that the temperature of any parts of the experiment drops below -60°C.  

The Electronic Box has enough dissipated power (~1W) and it is in the 

gondola’s payload, so it does not cool under the limit temperature. It was 

enough in the BioDos experiment too, and there are no big changes in that 

design.  
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Figure 4.43 – Altitude dependence of temperature (Source: BEXUS user manual) 

Figure 4.43 shows the most dangerous possibilities, the standard atmosphere 

is a bit warmer, but we used a conservative formula. 

The most relevant cooling function of the hard anodized aluminium structure 

should be sufficient for heat dissipation. 

The quartz glasses are good heat insulators, so there is no significant heat 

transfer. The R-values of these glasses are high, so there is no big heat 

conduction there. Heat conduction is only significant in the aluminium, which 

can be calculated from the 2D heat transfer analysis concept: 

  
    

 
 

k= thermal conductivity, 152 W/(mK) for the 6061T6 aluminium alloy. 
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A= area, 0,06*0,19=0,0114 m^2 This is the “empty” side of the electronic box. 

   =temperature difference (K) 

X=thickness of the material, 0,002 m, but there is aluminium behind the hollow 

section, too.  

R-value is X/k=9,5*10^-6 (m^2*K)/W, which is a very low value, but the 

detector itself is surrounded by danamid, a special plastic which has a higher 

R-value. And its thickness is bigger, too, around 5-8 mms. 

R-value for the plastic= 0,03 (m^2*K)/W 

R-value of the central aluminium = 0,015/152=10^-5 (m^2*K)/W 

The amount of time the balloon spends in the critical zone (between 5 and 12 

km of altitude) is around half an hour. As the heat inertia of the system is high, 

this is not enough time for the system to cool down to -55 centigrades. 

Convection can be calculated from Newton’s law. 

              

The area is small, the   is around 15-20, and the temperature difference is in 

the range of 10-30 K, so the transferred heat is in the range of 1 Watt. The 

stored heat is higher.  

Time constant of the system is: 

c=896 J/(kg * °C) 

m~3 kg, the mass of the experiment (one side) 

A~20 W/(m^2*K), it is an empirical number 

   
   

   
 =11790 s 

             
 

 
   

The cooling is slow because of the high time constant. If the temperature 

difference in the beginning is 25 K, and the time is 2 hours, the temperature 
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difference in the end will be 13.5 K, so the experiment does not cool under the 

critical temperature. 

    

Altitudes above 12-13 km are not critical as cooling takes a very long time 

with only emission (radiation) as the relevant heat transfer method. In this 

interval, the optical box gets energy from solar radiation, too. Below this 

altitude, conduction and convection is the most important heat transfer 

modes. The emitted energy is in the milliwatt range, so it can be neglected. 

 

4.7 Power System 

The experiment uses the 28V/1A common battery source for supply of the 

electronical parts. The power lines are electrically isolated from the boxes. 

The experiment on/off function is performed by connecting/disconnecting the 

power connector. During the connection process, the peak current is limited at 

a maximum level. The PS board has a built in inrush current limiter circuit with 

a foldback output characteristic.  

t (min) t(sec) e^(-t/t0)

10 600 0,950383

30 1800 0,858411

40 2400 0,815819

60 3600 0,73687

90 5400 0,632538

120 7200 0,542978

150 9000 0,466098

180 10800 0,400104

210 12600 0,343454

240 14400 0,294825

270 16200 0,253081

300 18000 0,217248
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The power budget is summarized in table 4.2. The table contains estimated 

values and is based on the BioDos power budget. The power consumption of 

Daemon does not change significantly in time, mainly because the experiment 

does not utilize heating in the optical boxes. 

 

Table 4.2 – Power Budget 

 
Regulation Min. Nom. Max Min. Nom. Max 

        OBDH Board 
       +3.3V ±4% 100mA 200mA 300mA 330mW 660mW 990mW 

+2.5V 
+10% 
-12% 180µA 250µA 500µA 0.5mW 0,7mW 1,3mW 

-2.5V 
+0% 
-14% 70µA 300µA 500µA 0.2mW 0.8mW 1,3mW 

        AUX Board (includig all optical Boxes) 
 

    +3V ±5% 2mA 4mA 5mA 6mW 12mW 15mW 

-3V ±5% 2mA 4mA 5mA 6mW 12mW 15mW 

+5V ±5% 5mA 10mA 15mA 25mW 50mW 75mW 

-5V ±5% 5mA 5mA 5mA 25mW  25mW  25mW  

        PS Board 
       PS szum. loads         370mW 800mW 1100mW 

PS control 
internal 10V   10mA 10mA 10mA 100mW 100mW 100mW 

PS dissipation 
(60-70-80% efficiency)         250mW 300mW 350mW 

28V 
Unreg 
bus 25mA 40mA 50mA 700mW 1200mW 1500mW 

        

        

        

4.8 Software Design 

There are two independent software solutions for the experiment: the EGSE 

and the OBDH software.  
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The OBDH software is written in C, using MPLAB Integrated Development 

Environment and MPLAB C18 compiler. For programming the microcontroller 

PICkit 3 In-Circuit Debugger/Programmer is used. 

The communication method between the OBDH and EGSE is kept from 

BioDos' OBDH software; TCP/IP, and the unique application layer protocol is 

used.  

OBDH software functions: 

 Communicating with the EGSE: 

o Using TCP/IP protocol 

o Identifying the EGSE 

o Sending data to the EGSE 

o Receiving commands from EGSE – and processing them 

 Memory management: 

o Storing data in memory 

o Reading data from memory 

o Erasing memory 

 Data acquisition: 

o Continuous data recording 

o Controlling the ADC 

o Controlling the multiplexers 

o Realizing measuring algorithm 

The data measuring algorithm is as follows. 

There are two states, one is where the OB is sunlit and biological samples are 

sampled (Biological sample measuring ), the other is when the OB is in shade 

and the samples are not sampled (Radiation measuring only). 

The basic state chart of this behavior: 
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Figure 4.44 – Sampling algorithm 

 

The PDs fields of views are less than 40° therefore only one OB can be sunlit 

at a time. This means 5 different states: OB1 is sunlit, OB2 is sunlit, OB3 is 

sunlit, OB4 is sunlit, and none of the OBs are sunlit. The transitions between 

these can be seen in figure 4.45. 
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Figure 4.45 – Transitions between measurements 

 

Estimated Data Budget 
Measurement 

Frame Header 
Measurement 
Data (Bytes) 

Measurement 
rate (second) 

Data Rate 
(bit/s) 

Biological 8 96 1 832 

Housekeeping 8 64 10 57,6 

  
Total: 889,6 

  
10 hour Data (MBytes): 3,82 

 

OBDH Timing 

In this list you can see the tasks that the OBDH need to run continuously 

during the mission. These are overestimated values so it can be seen that the 

CPU of the MCU could handle these tasks. 

o Using TCP/IP protocol (5% of CPU time) 
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o Sending data to the EGSE (5% of CPU time) 

o Storing data in memory (0,1% of CPU time) (1.7ms/ 128 byte) 

o Controlling the ADC and multiplexers (0,2% of CPU time) 

(1.8ms per sample) 

o Realizing measuring algorithm (10% of CPU time) 

Time Stamp: 

The OBDH generates time stamp with a single timer. It is assigned to each 

measurement frame. When the frame arrives to the EGSE, the EGSE assigns 

its own time to the frames. When the frames have a large delay time (such as 

n*100 milliseconds or n*1 seconds), the difference between EGSE time and 

OBDH time is increased. The time difference between the OBDH time stamps 

are always constant, the time difference between the EGSE time stamps 

depend on the frame delay. With the smallest delay we can synchronise the 

OBDH time to an absolute time and the subsequent OBDH time stamps 

uncertainities depend on the MCU quartz precision, which is good enough 

(10-6...10-7). 

Memory data protection from reset 

At the first sector of the Flash memory the actual sector number (where the 

new measurement data is written) is stored. In case of reset, the MCU reads 

back the actual sector number from the first sector of the memory and sets its 

own write pointer to sector number+1. When a sector is full, the MCU 

increments the actual sector number and writes it to the memory. There are 

8K sectors at the memory and the memory has 100,000 cycles of endurance, 

so the first sector does not exceed the maximum write cycles when it stores 

the actual sector number. 

EGSE software: 

The basic functions of the EGSE software: 

 Measurement and telemetry data monitoring 
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 Generate statistics, warnings and logs. 

 Graphical data display 

 Use TCP/IP protocol 

 Send command to the OBDH 

 Store data as a readable document 

Biodos' EGSE software is use in a developed form. The software is written in 

LabVIEW and is adapted to fit the new experiment. The improvements are: 

handling more samples of different kinds, more command functions, 

optimizing the GUI. The EGSE is the TCP client connecting to the OBDH as 

the TCP server. When the connection is established the EGSE can command 

the OBDH. 

The expected commands:  

SetRadiationFrequency (reference PDF) 

SetRadiationBFrequency (reference PDB) 

SetRadiationCFrequency (reference PDC) 

SetDNAFrequency(DNA detector frequency) 

SetUracFrequency (Uracil detector frequency) 

SetTempFrequency (temperature data) 

SetTMVFrequency (for the variable telemetry data) 

SetTMIVFrequency (for the expectedly invariable telemetry data) 

SetRadiationTreshold (for when to start sampling a DD and UD) 

SetRadiationBTreshold 

SetRadiationCTreshold 

EraseMemory 

ReadMemory 

Reset 

Test and calibration commands 
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4.9 Ground Support Equipment 

The Ground Support Equipment (EGSE) supports the pre-flight tests and 

supports the operator to inspect and control the experiment. The Daemon 

GSE consists of the following: 

 a laptop with the installed ground station software (there is also a 

secondary laptop in case the primary one fails) 

 PICkit3 programmer and debugger 

 USB A to mini USB converter for PICkit3 connection 

 power cable 

 UTP cable 

 an experiment IF cable assembled with DSUB 37 male/female 

connectors 

It is a standard PC, connected to the E-Link System on the ground. There is a 

spare EGSE PC. Only one EGSE is connected to the E-Link at the time. 

 

4.10 Biological samples 

The experiment uses DNA samples prepared from bacteriophage T7 which is 

a test organism often used in molecular biology. The intact form of the T7 

phage consists of double-stranded DNA enclosed in a capsid formed by 

several proteins [3]. 

In the Daemon experiment, only the DNA of the phage is used which is 

separated from the protein components by chemical methods, rendering the 

phage defective. The used DNA sample therefore is unable to infect the host 

cells (the bacterium Escherichia coli) of T7. 

Handling of the intact T7 phage requires Bio Safety Level 1 environment. 

During the course of the project, this occurs in the preparation phase of the 

biological samples. We used the BSL-1 laboratories of Semmelweis 
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University. Both the experts of SOTE and certain team members have 

experience with BSL-1 environment. After the sample preparation which is 

done by centrifuging DNA solution on the quartz layers, the handling of the 

samples (for example: UV testing) does not need BSL-1. Please note that 

every step requiring BSL-1 was done at the laboratories of Semmelweis 

University. Additional information about BSL-1 requirements can be found in 

Appendix C. 

We also use polycrystalline uracil thin layers as passive detectors (UD) in this 

experiment. Uracil is an organic base present mainly in the RNA of living 

organisms. More information on the substance itself is provided in the Risk 

Register and in an MSDS attached to Appendix C. 

The uracil thin layers are produced by vacuum evaporation onto a Silica 

quartz layer (Figure 4.57). Auto 306 Vacuum Coater from Edwards Ltd. West 

Sussex is used to evaporate uracil onto the quartz sheets [7]. It consists of a 

bell jar vacuum chamber and an oil-diffusion pump ensuring the required 

pressure, about 10-6 mbar. A built-in rotating spherical workholder dome is 

installed which allows the rotation of the quartz sheets (2) around an axis. 

Uracil is evaporated from the special boat (3) by heating (1) up to 180 ˚C. A 

built-in film-thickness monitor (4, 5, 7) consists of a quartz crystal head (in the 

inner part of 4) situated in the vacuum area, which is connected to an 

oscillator circuit (5). The evaporated uracil creates a deposit on the crystal 

head, changing the frequency of the oscillation. A microprocessor (7) converts 

the frequency-shift into the thickness of the coating films. After reaching the 

desired thickness of layer, the heater (1) is switched off, and the evaporation 

terminates. 
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Figure 4.43 - Block diagram of the vacuum evaporation method 

The quality (namely, the thickness) of the resulting thin layer is tested by 

measuring its OD with a spectrophotometer. Due to technical reasons, the 

preferred starting OD of the samples is around 0,5. 
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5 EXPERIMENT VERIFICATION AND TESTING 

5.1 Verification Matrix 

 

Table 5-1: Verification table 

ID Requirement text Verification  Status 

F.1 The experiment shall measure the absorbance 
of the DNA samples. 

R,T done 

F.3 The experiment shall measure the temperature 
inside the experiment boxes. 

T done 

F.4 The experiment shall measure the current and 
voltage of all internal circuits. 

T done 

F.5 The experiment shall store the measured data 
during the whole flight. 

A,T done 

F.6 The EGSE shall transceive data with the 
experiment. 

S,T done 

F.7 The experiment shall measure the UVB and 
UVC radiation during the whole flight. 

R,T done 

F.8 The experiment shall measure the absorbance 
of the Uracil samples. 

R,T done 

P.1 The experiment shall be able to sample the 
analogue channels at least 1 sample/second at 
all analogue channels. 

R,S 
done 

P.3 The PS shall provide ±2.5V, 3.3V and two ±5V 
output voltages. The accuracy of the output 
voltages shall be as follows: 

+2.5V:        +10/-12% 
-2.5V:         +0/-14% 
±5V:           ±5% 
3.3V:          ±4% 

R,T 

done 

P.4 The temperature measurement of the EB and 
the OBs shall be in the range of -55 to +130 
degrees Celsius. 

S 
done 

P.5 Temperature measurements shall be 
performed with at least +/- 3 degrees Celsius 
of accuracy. 

S 
done 

P.7 The photodiode detectors shall be sensitive in 
the range of 200 to 400nm 
wavelength(±25nm). 

R 
done 

P.9 The UVB detectors shall be sensitive in the 
range of 280-315nm(±5nm). 

R done 

P.10 The UVC detectors shall be sensitive in the 
range of 200-280nm(±10nm). 

R done 
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D.1 The optical boxes shall be mounted on the 4 
sides of the gondola. 

I done 

D.2 The optical boxes shall contain 2 dark samples 
per box as a reference. 

I,R done 

D.3 The OBs shall be mounted on the gondola 
chassis without the risk of falling down. 

I,R done 

D.4 The packaging of the DDs (DNA detectors) 
shall protect the biological samples from 
environmental impacts. 

S,T 
done 

D.5 The experiment shall be designed so that it 
does not harm the gondola or disturb its 
operation. 

S,R 
done 

D.6 The mounting of the experiment shall be 
designed to be compatible with the rails of the 
gondola. 

S,R 
done 

D.7 The experiment shall be designed to tolerate 
the mechanical loads determined by the 
vibration and acceleration profile of the BEXUS 
balloon. 

S,R 

done 

D.8 The experiment shall be designed to be 
operational in the temperature range expected 
at the launch site. 

S,R 
done 

D.9 The experiment shall communicate over the E-
Link by using TCP/IP protocol. 

S,T done 

D.12 The measured current on the photodiode shall 
not exceed 2800nA. 

S,R done 

D.13 The temperature of the optical boxes shall not 
exceed 40 degrees Celsius. 

A,R done 

D.14 The nominal input surge current of the 
experiment shall not exceed 1A. 

R done 

D.15 The absorbance shall be measured with two 
independent samples in all UV bands in the 
four optical boxes. 

I,R 
done 

D.16 The experiment shall operate from the 28V 
battery power source of the gondola. 

I,T done 

D.17 The type and location of the connectors shall 
be designed to enable simple, fast and stable 
connection by the experiment team. 

I,R 
done 

D. 18 The experiment shall have an input voltage 
range of 23V to 34V. 

R, T done 

D. 19 The power supply shall limit the experiment 
input current to a maximum of 180mA. 

R, T done 

D. 20 The experiment shall be equipped with 32Mbit 
memory to store data during the whole flight. 

I, R done 

D. 21 The experiment shall withstand the low A, R done 
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pressure environment of the stratosphere. 

O.1 The experiment shall be launched during 
daylight. 

I done 

O.2 The detector windows shall be covered before 
the launch and after recovery. 

I done 

O.3 The experiment shall be able to send 
measurement and telemetry data to the EGSE. 

S done 

O.4 The experiment shall send measured data 
collected during the communication loss after 
reconnection. 

T 
done 

O.5 The experiment shall be able to adjust the 
sampling frequency autonomously. 

T done 

O.6 The ground station shall store the received 
data onto a hard drive during the flight. 

S,T done 

O.7 The experiment shall be able to conduct 
measurements autonomously in case 
connection with the ground segment is lost. 

T 
done 

O.8 The EGSE shall display measurement and 
telemetry data with their respective units. 

I done 

O.9 The experiment shall be able to receive 
commands from the EGSE. 

T done 

O.10 The content of the onboard memory shall be 
downloaded to the ground station after payload 
recovery. 

T 
done 

O.11 The onboard memory pointer shall be set to its 
initial value after pre-flight tests by a ground 
command. 

I,T 
done 

O.12 The DDs shall be protected by the provided 
protective lids while being transported. 

I  done 

 

 

5.2 Test Plan 
 

Table 5-2 - Test-1 

Test number 1 

Test type Thermal  

Test facility University’s thermal chamber 

Tested item One test on the qualification model of the optical box 

Test level/procedure 
and duration 

Acceptance test. About 12 hours 
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Test campaign 
duration 

2 days 

 

 

Table 5-3 Test-2 

Test number 2 

Test type Thermal 

Test facility University’s thermal chamber 

Tested item DNA samples and PDs 

Test level/procedure 
and duration 

Acceptance test, ~6 hours min. 

Test campaign 
duration 

2 days 

 

Table 5-4 - Test-3 

Test number 3 

Test type Thermal 

Test facility University’s thermal chamber 

Tested item PS card 

Test level/procedure 
and duration 

Acceptance test, ~5 hours min. 

Test campaign 
duration 

7 hours 

 

Table 5-5 - Test-4 

Test number 4 

Test type Thermal 

Test facility University’s thermal chamber 

Tested item OBDH card 

Test level/procedure 
and duration 

Acceptance test, ~7 hours min. 

Test campaign 
duration 

1 day 
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Table 5-6 - Test 5 

Test number 5 

Test type Thermal 

Test facility University’s thermal chamber 

Tested item AUX card 

Test level/procedure 
and duration 

Acceptance test, 5 hours 

Test campaign 
duration 

7 hours 

 

Table 5-7 - Test 6 

Test number 6 

Test type Thermal 

Test facility University’s thermal chamber 

Tested item EB and 4 OBs 

Test level/procedure 
and duration 

Acceptance test, 10 hours 

Test campaign 
duration 

1 day 

 

Table 5-8 - Test 7 

Test number 7 

Test type Software 

Test facility University’s laboratory 

Tested item Communication between EGSE and the experiment 

Test level/procedure 
and duration 

Acceptance test, 2 hours 

Test campaign 
duration 

4 hours 

 

Table 5-9 - Test 8 

Test number 8 
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Test type Functional System 

Test facility University’s laboratory 

Tested item Full System 

Test level/procedure 
and duration 

Acceptance test, 6 hours 

Test campaign 
duration 

1 days 

 

Table 5-11 - Test 9 

Test number 9 

Test type Simulation 

Test facility University’s laboratory 

Tested item Full System 

Test level/procedure 
and duration 

Dynamic test, 12 hours 

Test campaign 
duration 

2 days 

 

 

 

Table 5-12 - Test 10 

Test number 10 

Test type Irradiation 

Test facility University’s laboratory 

Tested item Silicon-carbide detectors 

Test level/procedure 
and duration 

Acceptance test, 5 hours 

Test campaign 
duration 

5 days 

 

Table 5-13 - Test 11 

Test number 11 
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Test type Sample quality 

Test facility University’s laboratory 

Tested item DNA &uracil samples 

Test level/procedure 
and duration 

Acceptance test, 2 hours 

Test campaign 
duration 

2 days 

 

Test number 12 

Test type Strength test 

Test facility University’s laboratory 

Tested item base plates 

Test level/procedure 
and duration 

Acceptance test, 4 hours 

Test campaign 
duration 

2 days 

 

 

Table 5-14 – Tests x Requirements matrix 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Test 1 X X

Test 2 X X X X X X X X

Test 3 X X X X X

Test 4 X X X X X

Test 5 X X

Test 6 X X X X X X X X X X X X

Test 7

Test 8 X X X X X X X X

Test 9 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Test 10 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Test 11 X X X X X X X

Test 12

Operational

Legend:

Will be not tested

Thermal Test

Funtional Performance Design
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5.3 Test Results 

 

Test 1-6 – Thermal tests 

Board level tests were carried out in a thermal chamber for every flight model 

PCB. The tested temperatures are -40, 20 and 70 centigrades. We did not 

experience any anomaly during the test campaign (not every test sheet was 

scanned/ filled out digitally, the ones which were are attached here) 

AUX test 
Signal Tap point Unit Lab  -40°C  +70°C  +20°C Note 

 +5V  +5V V 4,856 4,925 4,925 4,926  +5V input 

 -5V  -5V V -4,953 -4,952 -4,952 -4,953  -5V input 

C-IN+5V C-IN+5V mA 13,425 13,906 13,972 13,922  +5V current 

C-IN-5V C-IN-5V mA -8,771 -8,757 -8,794 -8,767  -5V current 

OB1+3.3V OB1+3.3V V 3,362 3,35 3,372 3,362   

OB1+2.5V OB1+2.5V V 2,501 2,497 2,495 2,502   

OB1-2.5V OB1-2.5V V -2,504 -2,503 -2,497 -2,506   

OB2+3.3V OB2+3.3V V 3,355 3,347 3,369 3,355   

OB2+2.5V OB2+2.5V V 2,505 2,504 2,496 2,506   

OB2-2.5V OB2-2.5V V -2,504 -2,5 -2,499 -2,506   

OB3+3.3V OB3+3.3V V 3,303 3,281 3,262 3,283   

OB3+2.5V OB3+2.5V V 2,499 2,497 2,491 2,501   

OB3-2.5V OB3-2.5V V -2,5 -2,498 -2,493 -2,501   

OB4+3.3V OB4+3.3V V 3,357 3,35 3,368 3,356   

OB4+2.5V OB4+2.5V V 2,514 2,517 2,503 2,516   

OB4-2.5V OB4-2.5V V -2,503 -2,503 -2,496 -2,504   

V-OB1+3.3V b2 V 1,6819 1,6759 1,6876 1,6815   

V-OB1+2.5V b3 V 1,6687 1,6651 1,6628 1,6682   

V-OB1-2.5V b4 V -1,6688 -1,6675 -1,6617 -1,6689   

V-OB2+3.3V b10 V 1,6775 1,6739 1,6833 1,6776   

V-OB2+2.5V b11 V 1,671 1,6699 1,6637 1,6706   

V-OB2-2.5V b12 V -1,6683 -1,6652 -1,6631 -1,6684   

V-OB3+3.3V b18 V 1,6438 1,6426 1,6325 1,6434   

V-OB3+2.5V b19 V 1,6688 1,6673 1,6611 1,6685   

V-OB3-2.5V b20 V -1,6662 -1,6646 -1,6608 -1,6659   

V-OB4+3.3V b26 V 1,6796 1,6759 1,6847 1,6792   

V-OB4+2.5V b27 V 1,6779 1,6792 1,6677 1,6779   
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V-OB4-2.5V b28 V -1,668 -1,6677 -1,6591 -1,6683   

OUT11F a2 V 1,5197 1,5764 1,5065 1,5377   

OUT12F a3 V 1,5196 1,5762 1,5064 1,5376   

OUT21F a10 V 1,5193 1,5758 1,5062 1,5373   

OUT22F a11 V 1,52 1,5767 1,5068 1,538   

OUT31F a18 V 1,5196 1,5762 1,5066 1,5377   

OUT32F a19 V 1,5194 1,5759 1,5062 1,5374   

OUT41F a26 V 1,5193 1,576 1,5064 1,5375   

OUT42F a27 V 1,5192 1,5758 1,5063 1,5374   

ADR0-OB1 c5 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=HIGH 

ADR1-OB1 c6 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=HIGH 

ADR2-OB1 c7 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=HIGH 

ADR0-OB2 c13 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=HIGH 

ADR1-OB2 c14 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=HIGH 

ADR2-OB2 c15 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=HIGH 

ADR0-OB3 c21 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=HIGH 

ADR1-OB3 c22 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=HIGH 

ADR2-OB3 c23 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=HIGH 

ADR0-OB4 c29 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=HIGH 

ADR1-OB4 c30 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=HIGH 

ADR2-OB4 c31 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=HIGH 

ADR0-OB1 c5 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=LOW 

ADR1-OB1 c6 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=LOW 

ADR2-OB1 c7 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=LOW 

ADR0-OB2 c13 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=LOW 

ADR1-OB2 c14 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=LOW 

ADR2-OB2 c15 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=LOW 

ADR0-OB3 c21 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=LOW 

ADR1-OB3 c22 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=LOW 

ADR2-OB3 c23 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=LOW 

ADR0-OB4 c29 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=LOW 

ADR1-OB4 c30 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=LOW 

ADR2-OB4 c31 V ok ok ok ok inverter output ok=LOW 

V-TEMPEB a4 V 1,1406 1,1828 1,1317 1,1542   

V-A+2.5 a5 V 1,5203 1,577 1,5081 1,5384   

V-A-2.5 a6 V -1,6692 -1,6658 -1,6685 -1,6693   

V-D+3.3 a7 V 1,1409 1,183 1,1319 1,1544   
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OBDH Thermal Test 

 

AD Reference 
   -40°C  +20°C  +70°C Drift 

ADpositive 15896 LSB 15877 LSB 15856 LSB ########### 

Uin positive 0,9925 V 0,9926 V 0,9922 V   

  ############# ############# #############   

          

AD negative -15985 LSB -15965 LSB -15953 LSB 0,291 LSB/°C 

Uin negative -0,9973 V -0,9974 V -0,9973 V   

  ############# ############# #############   

     

     AD noise measurement 
  Parameters: 

    Input signal: AGND 
   Source impedance=51Ω 
   Data Rate=640SPS 
   Samples at each measurement = 32768 

  FS=4.096V (-2.048V to 
2.048V) 

    

 

 -40°c 
  

 
 

  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   

 

+20°c 
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 +70°c 
  

 
 

    

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

      
 

 
POWER SUPPLY BOARD TEST 
 
Temperature -40 °C 

 Uin [V] 24 

  
   

  

  0 min nom max 

Iin [mA] 4,66 22,2 37,7 52,7 

U +2,5 [V] 2,643 2,501 2,491 2,468 

I +2,5 [mV] X 37,2 51,3 100,9 

U -2,5 [V] 
-

2,442 
-

2,350 
-

2,333 -2,335 

I -2,5 [mV] X -14,1 -59,3 -95,9 

U +3,3 [V] 3,652 3,356 3,275 3,196 

I +3,3 [mV] X 32,3 63,1 92,5 

U +5 [V] 5,521 5,225 5,180 5,142 

I +5 [mV] X 48,5 74,2 99,4 

U -5 [V] 
-

5,577 
-

5,438 
-

5,568 -5,678 

I -5 [mV] X -91,9 -93,4 -93,9 

U +3 [V] 5,435 5,277 5,277 5,275 

I +3 [mV] X 90,2 90,2 90,2 

U -3 [V] 
-

5,482 
-

5,357 
-

5,420 -5,472 

I -3 [mV] X -91,7 -92,8 -93,7 

     V-BUS-28 [V] 1,167 1,168 1,167 1,167 

C-PS-IN [V] 0,175 0,882 1,498 2,092 
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V-AN+5 [V] 1,852 1,752 1,738 1,725 

V-AN-5 [V] 
-

1,872 
-

1,826 
-

1,869 -1,907 

V-AN+3 [V] 1,825 1,771 1,772 1,771 

V-AN-3 [V] 
-

1,839 
-

1,797 
-

1,772 -1,771 

C-DIG+3.3 [V] 0,000 0,396 0,767 1,125 

V-TEMP-EB [V] 1,670 1,688 1,690 1,676 

     Cross-regulation at Uin = 28V 
  Max. load on one output / others on 

min.         

Max. load: 2,5 -2,5 3,3 5 

Iin [mA] 19,6 19,6 44,5 20,4 

U +2,5 [V] 2,469 2,499 2,511 2,494 

U -2,5 [V] 
-

2,413 
-

2,285 
-

2,438 -2,367 

U +3,3 [V] 3,356 3,356 3,204 3,357 

U +5 [V] 5,224 5,225 5,240 5,140 

U -5 [V] 
-

5,451 
-

5,445 
-

5,675 -5,477 

U +3 [V] 5,274 5,277 5,314 5,261 

U -3 [V] 
-

5,365 
-

5,362 
-

5,474 -5,389 

     Pin [mW] 111,8 532,8 904,8 1264,8 

Pout [mW]   345,4 649,6 926,5 

Pdis [mW]   187,4 255,2 338,3 

η [%]   64,8 71,8 73,3 

 
Signature: 

 
Sz.J., G.V. x 2 

   28 

  
   

  

  0 min nom max 

Iin [mA] 4,58 19,63 32,9 45,5 

U +2,5 [V] 2,644 2,498 2,491 2,474 

I +2,5 [mV] X 37,2 51,3 101,2 

U -2,5 [V] 
-

2,443 
-

2,350 -2,336 -2,347 

I -2,5 [mV] X -14,1 -59,4 -96,3 

U +3,3 [V] 3,653 3,355 3,277 3,207 

I +3,3 [mV] X 32,4 63,5 92,8 

U +5 [V] 5,520 5,225 5,187 5,154 
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I +5 [mV] X 48,5 74,3 99,7 

U -5 [V] 
-

5,577 
-

5,447 -5,577 -5,697 

I -5 [mV] X -91,5 -93,9 -95,9 

U +3 [V] 5,432 5,276 5,284 5,287 

I +3 [mV] X 90,2 90,3 90,4 

U -3 [V] 
-

5,479 
-

5,364 -5,433 -5,497 

I -3 [mV] X -91,8 -93,1 -94,1 

     V-BUS-28 [V] 1,361 1,362 1,363 1,363 

C-PS-IN [V] 0,172 0,771 1,302 1,811 

V-AN+5 [V] 1,852 1,753 1,740 1,729 

V-AN-5 [V] 
-

1,872 
-

1,828 -1,874 -1,913 

V-AN+3 [V] 1,824 1,771 1,775 1,775 

V-AN-3 [V] 
-

1,838 
-

1,799 -1,825 -1,844 

C-DIG+3.3 [V] 0,000 0,397 0,774 1,133 

V-TEMP-EB 
[V] 1,689 1,697 1,671 1,658 

       
 

= 28 
 

      
Max. load on all output / min. on 
one.   

-5 3 -3 2,5 -2,5 

X X X 45,5 45,5 

X X X 2,504 2,470 

X X X -2,343 -2,457 

X X X 3,205 3,205 

X X X 5,154 5,153 

X X X -5,690 -5,702 

X X X 5,285 5,281 

X X X -5,488 -5,499 

     Pin (mW) 128,2 549,6 921,2 1274,0 

Pout (mW)   346,3 654,0 932,4 

Pdis (mW)   203,3 267,2 341,6 

η [%]   63,0 71,0 73,2 

 
Date: 

 
 2013.09.12. 

  

  36 
 

Scale 
factor 
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    0 min nom max 
 

[mA/V] 

Iin [mA] 4,50 15,60 26,1 35,9 
 

  

U +2,5 [V] 2,649 2,498 2,493 2,475 
 

  

I +2,5 [mV] X 37,2 51,3 101,2 
 

5,090 

U -2,5 [V] 
-

2,451 
-

2,348 
-

2,336 -2,349 
 

  

I -2,5 [mV] X -14,1 -59,4 -96,4 
 

-5,019 

U +3,3 [V] 3,658 3,357 3,280 3,214 
 

  

I +3,3 [mV] X 31,8 63,6 93,3 
 

2994 

U +5 [V] 5,572 5,230 5,193 5,164 
 

  

I +5 [mV] X 48,5 74,4 99,9 
 

83,15 

U -5 [V] 
-

5,628 
-

5,445 
-

5,577 -5,704 
 

  

I -5 [mV] X -92,0 -94,3 -96,4 
 

-21,44 

U +3 [V] 5,467 5,279 5,290 5,297 
 

  

I +3 [mV] X 90,2 90,4 90,5 
 

21,35 

U -3 [V] 
-

5,514 
-

5,364 
-

5,436 -5,507 
 

  

I -3 [mV] X -91,8 -93,1 -94,3 
 

-21,31 

       V-BUS-28 [V] 1,750 1,751 1,751 1,751 
  C-PS-IN [V] 0,174 0,617 1,036 1,427 
  V-AN+5 [V] 1,869 1,755 1,742 1,732 
  

V-AN-5 [V] 
-

1,889 
-

1,828 
-

1,872 -1,915 
  V-AN+3 [V] 1,835 1,772 1,776 1,778 
  

V-AN-3 [V] 
-

1,850 
-

1,800 
-

1,825 -1,848 
  C-DIG+3.3 [V] 0,000 0,394 0,778 1,137 
  V-TEMP-EB [V] 1,687 1,692 1,682 1,668 
         

                 
 

UVLO [V] 

3,3 5 -5 3 -3 
 

Stop 

20,5 44,7 X X X 
 

20,48 

2,467 2,477 X X X 
 

Start 

-2,297 
-

2,328 X X X 
 

22,56 

3,357 3,203 X X X 
  5,140 5,240 X X X 
  

-5,469 
-

5,665 X X X 
  5,260 5,311 X X X 
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-5,383 
-

5,460 X X X 
  

       Pin (mW) 162 561,6 939,6 1292,4 
  Pout (mW)   340,4 655,6 939,3 
  Pdis (mW)   221,2 284,0 353,1 
  η [%]   60,6 69,8 72,7 
   

 
 
Temperature +20 °C 

 Uin [V] 24 

  
   

  

  0 min nom max 

Iin [mA] 4,69 21,7 36,8 51,3 

U +2,5 [V] 2,728 2,567 2,559 2,535 

I +2,5 [mV] X 38,2 52,7 103,7 

U -2,5 [V] 
-

2,537 
-

2,429 
-

2,416 -2,428 

I -2,5 [mV] X -14,6 -61,5 -99,6 

U +3,3 [V] 3,685 3,371 3,279 3,201 

I +3,3 [mV] X 32,5 63,5 92,7 

U +5 [V] 5,581 5,257 5,196 5,144 

I +5 [mV] X 48,8 74,4 99,5 

U -5 [V] 
-

5,636 
-

5,478 
-

5,628 -5,759 

I -5 [mV] X -92,6 -95,1 -97,3 

U +3 [V] 5,484 5,307 5,312 5,314 

I +3 [mV] X 90,7 90,8 90,8 

U -3 [V] 
-

5,533 
-

5,895 
-

5,486 -5,564 

I -3 [mV] X -92,4 -93,9 -95,3 

     V-BUS-28 [V] 1,169 1,168 1,168 1,168 

C-PS-IN [V] 0,179 0,861 1,462 2,308 

V-AN+5 [V] 1,872 1,763 1,743 1,725 

V-AN-5 [V] 
-

1,891 
-

1,838 
-

1,889 -1,933 

V-AN+3 [V] 1,841 1,781 1,783 1,783 

V-AN-3 [V] 
-

1,856 
-

1,809 
-

1,840 -1,866 

C-DIG+3.3 [V] 0,000 0,401 0,781 1,140 
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V-TEMP-EB [V] 1,186 1,184 1,183 1,181 

     Cross-regulation at Uin = 28V 
  Max. load on one output / others on 

min.         

Max. load: 2,5 -2,5 3,3 5 

Iin [mA] 19,1 19,2 43,0 19,9 

U +2,5 [V] 2,732 2,733 2,787 2,723 

U -2,5 [V] 
-

2,432 
-

2,355 
-

2,534 -2,448 

U +3,3 [V] 3,371 3,371 3,190 3,373 

U +5 [V] 5,259 5,260 5,292 5,165 

U -5 [V] 
-

5,483 
-

5,478 
-

5,721 5,512 

U +3 [V] 5,306 5,307 5,366 5,284 

U -3 [V] 
-

5,399 
-

5,395 
-

5,530 -5,425 

     Pin [mW] 112,6 520,8 883,2 1231,2 

Pout [mW]   349,1 654,3 929,4 

Pdis [mW]   171,7 228,9 301,8 

η [%]   67,0 74,1 75,5 

 
Signature: 

 
Sz.J., G.V. 

   28 

  
   

  

  0 min nom max 

Iin [mA] 4,73 18,98 31,7 44,0 

U +2,5 [V] 2,731 2,566 2,558 2,533 

I +2,5 [mV] X 38,2 52,7 103,6 

U -2,5 [V] 
-

2,539 
-

2,431 -2,415 -2,428 

I -2,5 [mV] X -14,6 -61,4 -99,6 

U +3,3 [V] 3,689 3,372 3,278 3,199 

I +3,3 [mV] X 32,3 63,4 92,8 

U +5 [V] 5,587 5,258 5,204 5,150 

I +5 [mV] X 48,8 74,6 99,6 

U -5 [V] 
-

5,642 
-

5,482 -5,628 -5,765 

I -5 [mV] X -92,7 -95,1 -97,5 

U +3 [V] 5,488 5,305 5,314 5,313 

I +3 [mV] X 90,6 90,8 90,7 
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U -3 [V] 
-

5,536 
-

5,399 -5,483 -5,566 

I -3 [mV] X -92,5 -93,9 -95,3 

     V-BUS-28 [V] 1,363 1,363 1,362 1,363 

C-PS-IN [V] 0,180 0,748 1,258 1,753 

V-AN+5 [V] 1,874 1,764 1,746 1,727 

V-AN-5 [V] 
-

1,893 
-

1,840 -1,889 -1,935 

V-AN+3 [V] 1,842 1,780 1,783 1,783 

V-AN-3 [V] 
-

1,857 
-

1,811 -1,839 -1,867 

C-DIG+3.3 [V] 0,000 0,400 0,779 1,141 

V-TEMP-EB 
[V] 1,185 1,182 1,181 1,180 

       
 

= 28 
 

      
Max. load on all output / min. on 
one.   

-5 3 -3 2,5 -2,5 

X X X 44,1 44,1 

X X X 2,568 2,532 

X X X -2,458 -2,559 

X X X 3,198 3,197 

X X X 5,150 5,149 

X X X -5,764 -5,777 

X X X 5,314 5,311 

X X X -5,565 -5,576 

     Pin (mW) 132,4 531,4 887,6 1232,0 

Pout (mW)   347,1 653,3 929,8 

Pdis (mW)   184,3 234,3 302,2 

η [%]   65,3 73,6 75,5 

 
Date:  2013.09.12. 

   

  36 
 

Scale 
factor 

  
   

  
    0 min nom max 
 

[mA/V] 

Iin [mA] 4,69 15,47 25,2 34,6 
 

  

U +2,5 [V] 2,737 2,732 2,741 2,533 
 

  

I +2,5 [mV] X 37,9 50,6 103,5 
 

5,090 

U -2,5 [V] -2,549 -2,430 - -2,427 
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2,413 

I -2,5 [mV] X -14,6 -61,4 99,6 
 

-5,019 

U +3,3 [V] 3,695 3,373 3,278 3,197 
 

  

I +3,3 [mV] X 32,3 63,4 92,5 
 

2994,000 

U +5 [V] 5,628 5,265 5,215 5,158 
 

  

I +5 [mV] X 48,9 74,7 99,7 
 

83,150 

U -5 [V] -5,681 -5,480 
-

5,624 -5,764 
 

  

I -5 [mV] X -92,6 -95,1 -97,4 
 

-21,440 

U +3 [V] 5,516 5,309 5,318 5,312 
 

  

I +3 [mV] X 90,4 90,4 90,7 
 

21,350 

U -3 [V] -5,561 -5,398 
-

5,398 -5,563 
 

  

I -3 [mV] X -92,4 -92,4 -95,3 
 

-21,310 

       V-BUS-28 [V] 1,753 1,752 1,752 1,753 
  C-PS-IN [V] 0,178 0,608 1,001 1,376 
  V-AN+5 [V] 1,888 1,766 1,749 1,730 
  

V-AN-5 [V] -1,906 -1,839 
-

1,887 -1,934 
  V-AN+3 [V] 1,852 1,782 1,785 1,783 
  

V-AN-3 [V] -1,865 -1,811 
-

1,839 -1,866 
  C-DIG+3.3 [V] 0,000 0,404 0,784 1,143 
  V-TEMP-EB 

[V] 1,183 1,181 1,180 1,179 
         

                 
 

UVLO [V] 

3,3 5 -5 3 -3 
 

Stop 

20,0 43,0 X X X 
 

20,46 

2,530 2,789 X X X 
 

Start 

-2,368 -2,403 X X X 
 

22,60 

3,374 3,190 X X X 
  5,165 5,294 X X X 
  -5,508 -5,716 X X X 
  5,284 5,369 X X X 
  -5,422 -5,520 X X X 
  

       Pin (mW) 168,84 556,92 907,2 1245,6 
  Pout (mW)   347,3 653,4 929,0 
  PdisW)   209,6 253,8 316,6 
  η [%]   62,4 72,0 74,6 
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Temperature 70 °C 
 Uin [V] 24 

  
   

  

  0,000 min nom max 

Iin [mA] 5,00 21,4 36,2 50,4 

U +2,5 [V] 2,703 2,618 2,609 2,588 

I +2,5 [mV] X 39,0 53,7 105,9 

U -2,5 [V] 
-

2,515 
-

2,483 
-

2,468 -2,478 

I -2,5 [mV] X -14,9 -62,8 -101,7 

U +3,3 [V] 3,626 3,387 3,285 3,201 

I +3,3 [mV] X 32,4 36,4 92,3 

U +5 [V] 5,598 5,269 5,215 5,173 

I +5 [mV] X 48,9 74,7 100,0 

U -5 [V] 
-

5,657 
-

5,487 
-

5,639 -5,772 

I -5 [mV] X -92,7 -95,3 -97,5 

U +3 [V] 5,507 5,313 5,319 5,320 

I +3 [mV] X 90,8 90,9 90,9 

U -3 [V] 
-

5,549 
-

5,401 
-

5,486 -5,562 

I -3 [mV] X -92,5 -93,9 -95,2 

     V-BUS-28 [V] 1,169 1,169 1,168 1,169 

C-PS-IN [V] 0,198 0,859 1,445 2,006 

V-AN+5 [V] 1,878 1,767 1,749 1,735 

V-AN-5 [V] 
-

1,898 
-

1,841 
-

1,892 -1,936 

V-AN+3 [V] 1,848 1,783 1,785 1,785 

V-AN-3 [V] 
-

1,861 
-

1,811 
-

1,840 -1,865 

C-DIG+3.3 [V] 0,000 0,404 0,788 1,148 

V-TEMP-EB [V] 0,741 0,751 0,740 0,735 

     Cross-regulation at Uin = 28V 
  Max. load on one output / others on min.         

Max. load: 2,5 -2,5 3,3 5 

Iin [mA] 19,2 19,2 42,4 19,9 

U +2,5 [V] 2,585 2,619 2,632 2,613 

U -2,5 [V] 
-

2,485 
-

2,411 
-

2,582 -2,499 

U +3,3 [V] 3,386 3,387 3,195 3,389 

U +5 [V] 5,272 5,273 5,307 5,180 
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U -5 [V] 
-

5,495 
-

5,489 
-

5,748 -5,523 

U +3 [V] 5,314 5,316 5,370 5,294 

U -3 [V] 
-

5,407 
-

5,403 
-

5,539 -5,430 

     Pin [mW] 120,0 513,6 868,8 1209,6 

Pout [mW]   349,7 389,1 926,0 

Pdis [mW]   163,9 479,7 283,6 

η [%]   68,1 44,8 76,6 

 
  28 

  
   

  

  0,000 min nom max 

Iin [mA] 5,09 18,74 31,4 43,4 

U +2,5 [V] 2,708 2,614 2,609 2,587 

I +2,5 [mV] X 38,9 53,8 105,8 

U -2,5 [V] 
-

2,520 
-

2,520 -2,470 -2,480 

I -2,5 [mV] X -15,2 -62,8 -101,7 

U +3,3 [V] 3,362 3,383 3,284 3,200 

I +3,3 [mV] X 32,7 63,7 92,7 

U +5 [V] 5,615 5,265 5,223 5,179 

I +5 [mV] X 48,9 74,8 100,1 

U -5 [V] 
-

5,674 
-

5,592 -5,643 -5,782 

I -5 [mV] X -94,0 -95,4 -97,7 

U +3 [V] 5,517 5,304 5,322 5,322 

I +3 [mV] X 90,7 91,0 91,0 

U -3 [V] 
-

5,558 
-

5,650 -5,489 -5,569 

I -3 [mV] X -92,5 -94,0 -95,3 

     V-BUS-28 [V] 1,363 1,361 1,363 1,363 

C-PS-IN [V] 0,199 0,760 1,251 1,730 

V-AN+5 [V] 1,883 1,768 1,752 1,737 

V-AN-5 [V] 
-

1,903 
-

1,842 -1,893 -1,940 

V-AN+3 [V] 1,851 1,783 1,786 1,786 

V-AN-3 [V] 
-

1,864 
-

1,813 -1,841 -1,868 

C-DIG+3.3 [V] 0,000 0,411 0,792 1,152 

V-TEMP-EB 0,750 0,750 0,735 0,740 
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[V] 

       
 

= 28 
 

      
Max. load on all output / min. on 
one.   

-5 3 -3 2,5 -2,5 

X X X 43,4 43,3 

X X X 2,620 2,585 

X X X -2,478 -2,607 

X X X 3,200 3,199 

X X X 5,178 5,177 

X X X -5,780 -5,793 

X X X 5,322 5,319 

X X X -5,567 -5,579 

     Pin (mW) 142,5 524,7 879,2 1215,2 

Pout (mW)   351,9 657,5 929,6 

Pout (mW)   172,8 221,7 285,6 

η [%]   67,1 74,8 76,5 

 
  28 

  
   

  

  0,000 min nom max 

Iin [mA] 5,09 18,74 31,4 43,4 

U +2,5 [V] 2,708 2,614 2,609 2,587 

I +2,5 [mV] X 38,9 53,8 105,8 

U -2,5 [V] 
-

2,520 
-

2,520 -2,470 -2,480 

I -2,5 [mV] X -15,2 -62,8 -101,7 

U +3,3 [V] 3,362 3,383 3,284 3,200 

I +3,3 [mV] X 32,7 63,7 92,7 

U +5 [V] 5,615 5,265 5,223 5,179 

I +5 [mV] X 48,9 74,8 100,1 

U -5 [V] 
-

5,674 
-

5,592 -5,643 -5,782 

I -5 [mV] X -94,0 -95,4 -97,7 

U +3 [V] 5,517 5,304 5,322 5,322 

I +3 [mV] X 90,7 91,0 91,0 

U -3 [V] 
-

5,558 
-

5,650 -5,489 -5,569 

I -3 [mV] X -92,5 -94,0 -95,3 

     V-BUS-28 [V] 1,363 1,361 1,363 1,363 
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C-PS-IN [V] 0,199 0,760 1,251 1,730 

V-AN+5 [V] 1,883 1,768 1,752 1,737 

V-AN-5 [V] 
-

1,903 
-

1,842 -1,893 -1,940 

V-AN+3 [V] 1,851 1,783 1,786 1,786 

V-AN-3 [V] 
-

1,864 
-

1,813 -1,841 -1,868 

C-DIG+3.3 [V] 0,000 0,411 0,792 1,152 

V-TEMP-EB 
[V] 0,750 0,750 0,735 0,740 

       
 

= 28 
 

      
Max. load on all output / min. on 
one.   

-5 3 -3 2,5 -2,5 

X X X 43,4 43,3 

X X X 2,620 2,585 

X X X -2,478 -2,607 

X X X 3,200 3,199 

X X X 5,178 5,177 

X X X -5,780 -5,793 

X X X 5,322 5,319 

X X X -5,567 -5,579 

     Pin (mW) 142,5 524,7 879,2 1215,2 

Pkout(mW)   351,9 657,5 929,6 

Pout (mW)   172,8 221,7 285,6 

η [%]   67,1 74,8 76,5 

 
 
Temperature Labor °C 

 Uin [V] 24 

  
   

  

  0 min nom max 

Iin [mA] 4,70 21,5 36,6 50,1 

U +2,5 [V] 2,731 2,581 2,572 2,541 

I +2,5 [mV] X 38,4 53,0 101,1 

U -2,5 [V] 
-

2,540 
-

2,445 
-

2,431 -2,508 

I -2,5 [mV] X -14,7 -61,8 -100,1 

U +3,3 [V] 3,675 3,378 3,284 3,195 

I +3,3 [mV] X 32,2 63,3 92,6 
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U +5 [V] 5,585 5,262 5,202 5,137 

I +5 [mV] X 48,8 74,6 99,6 

U -5 [V] 
-

5,643 
-

5,481 
-

5,636 -5,773 

I -5 [mV] X -92,6 -95,2 -96,9 

U +3 [V] 5,491 5,310 5,316 5,317 

I +3 [mV] X 90,8 90,9 90,9 

U -3 [V] 
-

5,541 
-

5,398 
-

5,489 -5,568 

I -3 [mV] X -92,4 -94,0 -95,3 

     V-BUS-28 [V] 1,164 1,164 1,164 1,168 

C-PS-IN [V] 0,189 0,878 1,462 2,046 

V-AN+5 [V] 1,874 1,765 1,745 1,728 

V-AN-5 [V] 
-

1,893 
-

1,839 
-

1,891 -1,934 

V-AN+3 [V] 1,843 1,782 1,784 1,785 

V-AN-3 [V] 
-

1,859 1,811 1,841 1,867 

C-DIG+3.3 [V] 0,000 0,435 0,806 1,179 

V-TEMP-EB [V] 1,085 1,080 1,080 1,077 

     Cross-regulation at Uin = 28V 
  Max. load on one output / others on 

min.         

Max. load: 2,5 -2,5 3,3 5 

Iin [mA] 18,8 18,9 42,8 19,8 

U +2,5 [V] 2,732 2,581 2,595 2,574 

U -2,5 [V] 
-

2,447 
-

2,370 
-

2,542 -2,461 

U +3,3 [V] 3,378 3,378 3,193 3,380 

U +5 [V] 5,265 5,265 5,322 5,170 

U -5 [V] 
-

5,485 
-

5,481 
-

5,705 -5,516 

U +3 [V] 5,310 5,311 5,368 5,288 

U -3 [V] 
-

5,402 
-

5,399 
-

5,533 -5,428 

     Pin [mW] 112,8 516,0 878,4 1202,4 

Pout [mW]   346,8 653,4 926,7 

Pout [mW]   169,2 225,0 275,7 

η [%]   67,2 74,4 77,1 

 
Signature: 

 
Sz.J. és G.V. 
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  28 

  
   

  

  0 min nom max 

Iin [mA] 4,75 18,87 31,4 43,8 

U +2,5 [V] 2,734 2,580 2,572 2,548 

I +2,5 [mV] X 38,4 53,0 104,2 

U -2,5 [V] 
-

2,543 
-

2,445 -2,428 -2,442 

I -2,5 [mV] X -14,7 -61,7 -100,1 

U +3,3 [V] 3,680 3,378 3,282 3,201 

I +3,3 [mV] X 32,3 63,4 92,6 

U +5 [V] 5,598 5,264 5,211 5,158 

I +5 [mV] X 48,9 74,7 99,7 

U -5 [V] 
-

5,654 
-

5,486 -5,632 -5,768 

I -5 [mV] X -92,4 -95,2 -97,5 

U +3 [V] 5,499 5,310 5,318 5,317 

I +3 [mV] X 90,7 90,9 90,8 

U -3 [V] 
-

5,547 
-

5,402 -5,486 -5,568 

I -3 [mV] X -92,5 -93,9 -95,3 

     V-BUS-28 [V] 1,363 1,362 1,356 1,363 

C-PS-IN [V] 0,193 0,781 1,261 1,765 

V-AN+5 [V] 1,878 1,765 1,748 1,730 

V-AN-5 [V] 
-

1,897 
-

1,841 -1,890 -1,936 

V-AN+3 [V] 1,845 1,782 1,785 1,784 

V-AN-3 [V] 
-

1,861 
-

1,812 -1,840 -1,868 

C-DIG+3.3 [V] 0,000 0,446 0,812 1,184 

V-TEMP-EB 
[V] 1,085 1,081 1,082 1,077 

       
 

= 28 
 

      
Max. load on all output / min. on 
one.   

-5 3 -3 2,5 -2,5 

X X X 43,8 43,7 

X X X 2,582 2,546 

X X X -2,441 -2,570 

X X X 3,201 3,201 

X X X 5,158 5,157 

X X X -5,767 -5,779 
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X X X 5,318 5,315 

X X X -5,566 -5,578 

     Pin (mW) 133,0 528,4 879,2 1226,4 

Pout (mW)   347,8 654,1 928,6 

Pout (mW)   180,5 225,1 297,8 

η [%]   65,8 74,4 75,7 

 
 
Date:  2013.09.11. 

   

  36 
 

Scale 
factor 

  
   

  
    0 min nom max 
 

[mA/V] 

Iin [mA] 4,68 15,60 25,2 34,7 
 

  

U +2,5 [V] 2,739 2,581 2,573 2,547 
 

  

I +2,5 [mV] X 38,4 53,0 104,1 
 

5,090 

U -2,5 [V] -2,552 
-

2,445 
-

2,428 2,442 
 

  

I -2,5 [mV] X -14,7 -61,7 -100,1 
 

-5,019 

U +3,3 [V] 3,685 3,379 3,283 3,200 
 

  

I +3,3 [mV] X 32,5 63,6 92,6 
 

2994 

U +5 [V] 5,624 5,270 5,222 5,166 
 

  

I +5 [mV] X 48,9 74,8 99,9 
 

83,15 

U -5 [V] -5,681 
-

5,486 
-

5,629 -5,769 
 

  

I -5 [mV] X -92,6 -95,1 -97,5 
 

-21,44 

U +3 [V] 5,516 5,312 5,322 5,317 
 

  

I +3 [mV] X 90,7 90,9 90,8 
 

21,35 

U -3 [V] -5,563 
-

5,403 
-

5,486 -5,568 
 

  

I -3 [mV] X -92,5 -93,9 -95,3 
 

-21,31 

       V-BUS-28 [V] 1,740 1,734 1,743 1,745 
  C-PS-IN [V] 0,210 0,672 1,044 1,433 
  V-AN+5 [V] 1,887 1,768 1,752 1,733 
  

V-AN-5 [V] -1,906 
-

1,841 
-

1,889 -1,936 
  V-AN+3 [V] 1,851 1,783 1,786 1,784 
  

V-AN-3 [V] -1,866 
-

1,812 
-

1,840 -1,868 
  C-DIG+3.3 [V] 0,000 0,473 0,848 1,218 
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V-TEMP-EB 
[V] 1,083 1,079 1,078 1,076 

         

                 
 

UVLO [V] 

3,3 5 -5 3 -3 
 

Stop 

19,4 42,8 X X X 
 

20,44 

2,542 2,559 X X X 
 

Start 

-2,408 -2,419 X X X 
 

22,75 

3,380 3,195 X X X 
  5,166 5,297 X X X 
  -5,517 -5,724 X X X 
  5,288 5,368 X X X 
  5,426 5,526 X X X 
  

       Pin (mW) 168,48 561,6 907,2 1249,2 
  Pout (mW)   349,9 656,4 930,9 
  Pout (mW)   211,7 250,8 318,3 
  η [%]   62,3 72,4 74,5 
   

 
OB THERMAL TEST 

 
Temperature: 22,2 [°C] 

    
          

  
Usetup+5V 4,999 [V] Usetup+2.5V 2,509 [V] 2694,4 [ohm] 

  
Usetup–5V -5,003 [V] Usetup–2.5V -2,496 [V] 3551,7 [ohm] 

     
Usetup+3.3V 3,311 [V] 1541,8 [ohm] 

          

O
B

-1
 

ADR 
0 0 0 

U+2.5V 2,483 [V] ΔU+2.5V 25,74 [mV] 99,017 [ohm] 

U–2.5V -2,470 [V] ΔU–2.5V -25,78 [mV] 99,107 [ohm] 

U+3.3V 3,222 [V] ΔU+3.3V 87,92 [mV] 991,760 [ohm] 

         

 
ADR   OUT-11     OUT-12   

 
0  0 0 0   0,20 [mV]   0,00 [mV] 

 
1  0 0 1   0,06 [mV]   0,11 [mV] 

 
2  0 1 0   0,11 [mV]   0,07 [mV] 

 
3  0 1 1   0,06 [mV]   0,05 [mV] 

 
4  1 0 0   0,09 [mV]   0,10 [mV] 

 
5  1 0 1   0,13 [mV]   1154,85 [mV] 

 
6  1 1 0    0,00 [mV]   0,09 [mV] 

 
7  1 1 1   0,08 [mV]   0,09 [mV] 
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O
B

-2
 

ADR 
0 0 0 

U+2.5V 2,482 [V] ΔU+2.5V 26,98 [mV] 99,017 [ohm] 

U–2.5V -2,469 [V] ΔU–2.5V -27,01 [mV] 99,107 [ohm] 

U+3.3V 3,220 [V] ΔU+3.3V 90,42 [mV] 991,760 [ohm] 

         

 
ADR   OUT-21     OUT-22   

 
0  0 0 0   -0,39 [mV]   0,06 [mV] 

 
1  0 0 1   -0,03 [mV]   0,03 [mV] 

 
2  0 1 0   -0,04 [mV]   0,05 [mV] 

 
3  0 1 1   -0,12 [mV]   0,06 [mV] 

 
4  1 0 0   0,04 [mV]   0,07 [mV] 

 
5  1 0 1   0,00 [mV]   1154,88 [mV] 

 
6  1 1 0    -0,08 [mV]   0,06 [mV] 

 
7  1 1 1   0,03 [mV]   0,06 [mV] 

          

O
B

-3
 

ADR 
0 0 0 

U+2.5V 2,481 [V] ΔU+2.5V 28,38 [mV] 99,017 [ohm] 

U–2.5V -2,468 [V] ΔU–2.5V -28,41 [mV] 99,107 [ohm] 

U+3.3V 3,223 [V] ΔU+3.3V 88,57 [mV] 991,760 [ohm] 

         

 
ADR   OUT-31     OUT-32   

 
0  0 0 0   0,08 [mV]   -3,50 [mV] 

 
1  0 0 1   -3,25 [mV]   -0,59 [mV] 

 
2  0 1 0   0,01 [mV]   0,06 [mV] 

 
3  0 1 1   0,01 [mV]   0,04 [mV] 

 
4  1 0 0   0,02 [mV]   0,07 [mV] 

 
5  1 0 1   -0,93 [mV]   1161,48 [mV] 

 
6  1 1 0    0,00 [mV]   0,05 [mV] 

 
7  1 1 1   0,04 [mV]   0,05 [mV] 

          

O
B

-4
 

ADR 
0 0 0 

U+2.5V 2,482 [V] ΔU+2.5V 26,33 [mV] 99,017 [ohm] 

U–2.5V -2,470 [V] ΔU–2.5V -26,36 [mV] 99,107 [ohm] 

U+3.3V 3,221 [V] ΔU+3.3V 89,29 [mV] 991,760 [ohm] 

         

 
ADR   OUT-41     OUT-42   

 
0  0 0 0   0,19 [mV]   0,00 [mV] 

 
1  0 0 1   0,14 [mV]   -2,60 [mV] 

 
2  0 1 0   0,06 [mV]   0,02 [mV] 

 
3  0 1 1   0,02 [mV]   0,04 [mV] 

 
4  1 0 0   0,03 [mV]   0,02 [mV] 

 
5  1 0 1   0,00 [mV]   1158,22 [mV] 

 
6  1 1 0    -0,08 [mV]   0,03 [mV] 

 
7  1 1 1   0,02 [mV]   0,03 [mV] 
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O
B

-5
 

ADR 
0 0 0 

U+2.5V 2,483 [V] ΔU+2.5V 25,91 [mV] 99,017 [ohm] 

U–2.5V -2,470 [V] ΔU–2.5V -25,94 [mV] 99,107 [ohm] 

U+3.3V 3,222 [V] ΔU+3.3V 88,22 [mV] 991,760 [ohm] 

         

 
ADR   OUT-51     OUT-52   

 
0  0 0 0   0,10 [mV]   -0,07 [mV] 

 
1  0 0 1   0,17 [mV]   -4,22 [mV] 

 
2  0 1 0   0,05 [mV]   0,01 [mV] 

 
3  0 1 1   0,11 [mV]   -0,47 [mV] 

 
4  1 0 0   0,16 [mV]   0,01 [mV] 

 
5  1 0 1   -1,64 [mV]   1164,05 [mV] 

 
6  1 1 0    0,14 [mV]   0,02 [mV] 

 
7  1 1 1   0,10 [mV]   0,02 [mV] 

 

 

 
Temperature: 29 [°C] 

    
          

  
Usetup+5V 4,999 [V] Usetup+2.5V 2,509 [V] 2694,4 [ohm] 

  
Usetup–5V -5,002 [V] Usetup–2.5V -2,496 [V] 3551,7 [ohm] 

     
Usetup+3.3V 3,305 [V] 1541,8 [ohm] 

          

O
B

-1
 

ADR 
0 0 0 

U+2.5V 2,483 [V] ΔU+2.5V 26,00 [mV] 99,017 [ohm] 

U–2.5V -2,470 [V] ΔU–2.5V -26,05 [mV] 99,107 [ohm] 

U+3.3V 3,218 [V] ΔU+3.3V 86,16 [mV] 991,760 [ohm] 

         

 
ADR   OUT-11     OUT-12   

 
0  0 0 0   0,22 [mV]   0,07 [mV] 

 
1  0 0 1   0,12 [mV]   0,10 [mV] 

 
2  0 1 0   0,10 [mV]   0,05 [mV] 

 
3  0 1 1   0,05 [mV]   0,04 [mV] 

 
4  1 0 0   0,10 [mV]   0,10 [mV] 

 
5  1 0 1   0,14 [mV]   1107,14 [mV] 

 
6  1 1 0    0,01 [mV]   0,08 [mV] 

 
7  1 1 1   0,08 [mV]   0,08 [mV] 

          

O
B

-2
 

ADR 
0 0 0 

U+2.5V 2,481 [V] ΔU+2.5V 27,28 [mV] 99,017 [ohm] 

U–2.5V -2,469 [V] ΔU–2.5V -27,32 [mV] 99,107 [ohm] 

U+3.3V 3,215 [V] ΔU+3.3V 88,56 [mV] 991,760 [ohm] 

         

 
ADR   OUT-21     OUT-22   

 
0  0 0 0   0,15 [mV]   0,14 [mV] 
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1  0 0 1   0,04 [mV]   0,04 [mV] 

 
2  0 1 0   -0,04 [mV]   0,06 [mV] 

 
3  0 1 1   -0,11 [mV]   0,06 [mV] 

 
4  1 0 0   0,04 [mV]   0,08 [mV] 

 
5  1 0 1   0,02 [mV]   1108,80 [mV] 

 
6  1 1 0    -0,08 [mV]   0,06 [mV] 

 
7  1 1 1   -0,03 [mV]   0,06 [mV] 

          

O
B

-3
 

ADR 
0 0 0 

U+2.5V 2,480 [V] ΔU+2.5V 28,71 [mV] 99,017 [ohm] 

U–2.5V -2,467 [V] ΔU–2.5V -28,75 [mV] 99,107 [ohm] 

U+3.3V 3,218 [V] ΔU+3.3V 86,36 [mV] 991,760 [ohm] 

         

 
ADR   OUT-31     OUT-32   

 
0  0 0 0   0,10 [mV]   -0,43 [mV] 

 
1  0 0 1   -0,94 [mV]   -0,05 [mV] 

 
2  0 1 0   0,01 [mV]   0,07 [mV] 

 
3  0 1 1   0,02 [mV]   0,04 [mV] 

 
4  1 0 0   0,03 [mV]   0,07 [mV] 

 
5  1 0 1   -0,32 [mV]   1108,28 [mV] 

 
6  1 1 0    0,03 [mV]   0,05 [mV] 

 
7  1 1 1   0,04 [mV]   0,05 [mV] 

          

O
B

-4
 

ADR 
0 0 0 

U+2.5V 2,482 [V] ΔU+2.5V 26,62 [mV] 99,017 [ohm] 

U–2.5V -2,469 [V] ΔU–2.5V -26,65 [mV] 99,107 [ohm] 

U+3.3V 3,219 [V] ΔU+3.3V 86,97 [mV] 991,760 [ohm] 

         

 
ADR   OUT-41     OUT-42   

 
0  0 0 0   0,22 [mV]   0,00 [mV] 

 
1  0 0 1   0,20 [mV]   -0,04 [mV] 

 
2  0 1 0   -0,06 [mV]   -0,02 [mV] 

 
3  0 1 1   0,00 [mV]   0,04 [mV] 

 
4  1 0 0   0,03 [mV]   0,01 [mV] 

 
5  1 0 1   0,00 [mV]   1104,28 [mV] 

 
6  1 1 0    0,02 [mV]   0,02 [mV] 

 
7  1 1 1   0,03 [mV]   0,02 [mV] 

          

O
B

-5
 

ADR 
0 0 0 

U+2.5V 2,482 [V] ΔU+2.5V 26,29 [mV] 99,017 [ohm] 

U–2.5V -2,470 [V] ΔU–2.5V -26,32 [mV] 99,107 [ohm] 

U+3.3V 3,220 [V] ΔU+3.3V 85,58 [mV] 991,760 [ohm] 

         

 
ADR   OUT-51     OUT-52   

 
0  0 0 0   0,11 [mV]   -0,06 [mV] 
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1  0 0 1   0,20 [mV]   -0,11 [mV] 

 
2  0 1 0   0,06 [mV]   0,00 [mV] 

 
3  0 1 1   0,14 [mV]   -0,01 [mV] 

 
4  1 0 0   0,19 [mV]   0,00 [mV] 

 
5  1 0 1   -0,25 [mV]   1101,74 [mV] 

 
6  1 1 0    0,26 [mV]   0,02 [mV] 

 
7  1 1 1   0,13 [mV]   0,02 [mV] 

 

 

 

 

Test 7 – Communication tests 

Communication loss between the gondola and the ground station was 

simulated several times by unplugging the communication cable and then 

replugging it half a minute later. Communication was successfully 

reestablished in each simulation. 

A communication test was carried out by placing the OBDH panel in the 

thermal chamber (-40, 70, 20 centigrades) and issuing telecommands. The 

panel’s behavior was nominal during testing.  

 

Test 8 –System Test 

The experiment was tested in a thermal chamber (4OBs and EB) at -40°C. 

Basic functions and telemetry was operational. A communication test was 

also performed (simulation of a communication loss by unplugging/replugging 

the communication cable). No anomalies occurred during the system test. 

 

Test 9 – Simulation Test 

An end-to-end test was performed by assembling the experiment boxes and 

exposing them to a UV light source. The signals of the reference diodes were 
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sampled. A minimum of 50mV was measured on every diode which is 

significantly higher than the offset value. The measured signal changed with 

the movement of the light source (simulation of the rotation of the gondola). 

 

Test 10 – Irradiation 

The SiC photodiodes of the experiment were calibrated using a UV light 

source, by measuring their voltage levels when exposed to UV radiation. The 

detectors were placed in sample holders without a uracil layer on their quartz 

lens.  

 

Test 11 – Sample quality 

Quality assessment of the sample materials (both DNA and uracil) was 

conducted using an UV-VIS spectrophotometer. The optical density curve of 

the samples was recorded in the wavelength range of 200-400 nm. The 

desired initial OD at 288 nm is in the 0,4-0,7 range. Thin layers outside of this 

range were discarded or used as dark references.  

 

Test 12 – Strength test of baseplates 

The base plate (BP) was fixed on a platform and we measured the distance 

between a “runner point” of the BP and a point of reference. After that, we 

loaded a mass (10900 g) to the baseplate (at the place of the OBs). Then the 

distance was measured again. The test was successful; the base plate didn’t 

break or lose its function (~holding the OBs). 

Limit loads: -vertical load factor = 10 

  -horizontal load factor = 5 

The summation load factor is 11.18, and the safety factor is 1.5. 

Safety loading factor: n=11.18*1.5=16.7705 
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Maximum range: 10900/16.7705=650 g, but the OBs are only maximum 629 

g, so the base plates are good. 

Source: CS 23.304 point of EASA CS23 certification specification 

This specification is good for the high-altitude balloons too, because they are 

aerostatic vehicles. 

 

 
 

The platform and the base plate with the loading mass 
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The shift of the runner point 

 

The place of the runner point 
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6 LAUNCH CAMPAIGN PREPARATION 

 

6.1 Input for the Campaign / Flight Requirement Plans 

6.1.1 Dimensions and mass 

 

Table 6-1: Experiment mass and volume 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1 – Centers of gravity 

 

6.1.2 Safety risks 

 

There are no known safety risks with the Daemon experiment. 

 

 

 

 

Base plate 

+2OB

Base plate + 

2OB+ EB 

Experiment mass (kg) 1,96 2,96

Experiment footprint area (m2) 0,127 0,127

Experiment volume (m3) 0,00067563 0,0010308

5939gExpected total mass of experiment
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6.1.3 Electrical interfaces 

 

Table 6-2: Electrical interfaces applicable to BEXUS 

BEXUS Electrical Interfaces 

 

E-Link Interface: E-Link required? Yes 

 Number of E-Link interfaces: 1 

 Data rate - downlink: up to 5Kbit/s 

 Data rate – uplink up to 1Kbit/s 

 Interface type (RS-232, Ethernet): Ethernet 

 

Power system: Gondola power required? Yes 

 Peak power (or current) consumption: 1W (Constant power 
consumption is desired) 

 Average power (or current) consumption: 1W 

 

Power system: Experiment includes batteries? No 

 Type of batteries: N/A 

 Number of batteries: N/A 

 Capacity (1 battery): N/A 

 Voltage (1 battery): N/A 

  

6.1.4 Launch Site Requirements 

 

The experiment does not need special environment for the pre-launch 

preparation phase. We do not need BSL-1 environment in Esrange.  

The required items are: 

 digital multimeter,  

 screwdriver set,  

 a soldering station,  

 access to the 230V power line,  
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 power supply (0-40V/0-1A),  

 a table with 4 chairs,  

 internet access,  

 organic solvent (70% ethylalcohol or isopropanol). 

 bolts for mounting the experiment to the gondola rails 

For the purposes of the outside functional testing of the UV detectors, we also 

needed a wheeled cart and an extension cord. We needed to take the 

experiment outside a few times during the preparation phase. Therefore 

having the experiment station nearer to the door was preferable, but not 

necessary. 

 

6.2 Preparation and Test Activities at Esrange 

 

Preparation at the launch site consists of assembling the experiment setup, 

setting up the ground station and performing basic functional tests 

(communication and electronic tests). We also need to do outside tests to 

confirm that our UV detectors are working properly. The schedule for the 

preparation activities was as follows (team members responsible for the tests 

are indicated in brackets). 

 

Day 1 

• Inspection of the experiment components: checking if they suffered any 

kind of damage during transport (Vilmos T., Béla H.) 

• Mounting of the experiment units to the gondola (Vilmos T., Béla H.) 

• Setting up the ground station of the experiment (Vilmos G.) 

• Connecting the OBs to the EB (Vilmos G.) 
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Day 2 

• Making sure that the detectors have their required field of view, 

adjustment of gondola cover (Veronika G.) 

• Uploading OBDH software update (if necessary) (Vilmos G.) 

• Operating the experiment without biological samples, checking the 

proper operation of the PDs (all members) 

• Communication test (all members.) 

• Electronic tests (Vilmos G, Béla H.) 

• Outside functional test of the detectors (Vilmos G., Veronika G.) 

6.3 Timeline for countdown and flight 

 

 T-

4:30 

T-

4:20 

T-

3:00 

T-

2:00 

T-

1:00 

T- 

0:10 

T=0 T+ 

5:00 

After 

landing 

Checking the mechanical integrity of the 

payload. 

         

The payload is connected to the battery power 

source. Checking the test LEDs (payload is 

operational). Data acquisition is initiated. 

         

Unfolding the foil from the lenses, cleaning the 

sensor windows 

         

Clear memory           

Continuous inspection of the status of the 

experiment. 

         

Nominal operation          

End of mission: recovery of the experiment           

 

During the countdown and the flight, the experiment autonomously ran its 

software. Data acquisition and recording was carried out without the need of 

connection with the EGSE. The acquired measurement and telemetry data 

were stored in the internal memory and sent to the EGSE. The OD values of 

the biological samples were monitored during the entire mission. This 
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information was used to fine-tune the data acquisition rate by EGSE 

command, if necessary. 

6.4 Post Flight Activities 

 

The recovery team needed to do the following: 

 unplugging the power cable from the Electronic Box (there is no off 

switch on the EB). 

 covering the sensor windows with a non-transparent tape 

(example shown on picture below) 

 

The emperiment boxes and the base plates were unmounted from the 

gondola by the experiment team after recovery. 

The samples – inside the intact detector boxes – were transported back to 

Budapest. Experiment disassembly was be done in the university’s 

laboratories. 
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7 DATA ANALYSIS PLAN  

7.1 Data Analysis Plan 

 

After the launch, the samples were inspected to determine if they suffered 

mechanical damage during the flight and the landing.  

The analysis consisted of both laboratory measurements of the samples and 

the evaluation of the flight data. The steps of data analysis are as follows: 

1. Spectrophotometric measurement of the OD of DNA/uracil samples. 

Due to the UV exposure of the uracil samples, their characteristic 

absorbance (optical density) decreases. The extent of this change can 

be determined by comparing the initial and end state absorbance 

values of our samples.  

2. Calculation of the OD based on the continuous measurement of UV 

intensity. The voltage levels measured by the PDs correlate with the 

intensity of the UV radiation falling on them. By determining the exact 

voltage-intensity correlation, absorbance values can be calculated by 

using the following formula: 













t

0

I

I
logA

   (1)

 

where A is the absorbance, I0 is the intensity of the radiation before 

passing through the sample, and It is the intensity of the transmitted 

radiation. In Daemon, I0 is measured by the detector without a sample 

installed before it, and It is measured by thedetectors with samples 

before them. 

3. Determining the distribution of the UVB and UVC components in the 

stratospheric UV environment by analysing the irradiance values 

measured by the filtered UV sensors. 
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4. Calculation of the physical dose from the flight time and the irradiance 

values measured by the photodiode detectors. 

5. Comparing the results of Daemon and BioDos in regards of the 

difference in UV-radiation strength and the UV-damage in the DNA and 

uracil samples. 

 

7.2 Launch Campaign 

 

1. Launch Preparations 

The experiment boxes and components were not damaged during the delivery 

to Esrange, the assembly of the experiment started after the arrival of the 

experimental team. The first tests to be conducted by the experiment team 

were electrical and functional tests.  

These tests consisted of powering up the experiment, checking the 

communications between the Ground Unit and the experiment itself, and also 

performing a test of the photodiode detectors by exposing the experiment 

boxes to direct sunlight. It was then determined that the experiment’s 

behaviour is nominal and it is ready for further testing (end-to-end and 

interference tests) and could be mounted on the gondola. 
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Figure 7.1 – Team members mounting the experiment to its respective place on the 

gondola 

During this initial phase, a minor issue was encountered. 

 The holes on one side of Base Plate A did not match the gondola 

rails and the plate couldn’t be mounted on the gondola. The issue 

was fixed immediately. 

Further tests, such as the individual end-to-end, interference and the FCT 

went according to plan and without experiencing any malfunctions. During the 

countdown phase, a final functional test was performed, the covers were lifted 

from the optical boxes and the sensor windows were inspected (and cleaned 

if necessary) by the team member responsible for late access tasks. 

 

2. Flight Performance 

Telemetry data show that the experiment operated normally during the flight, 

with every telemetry channel providing constant values (except temperature). 
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Telemetry and measurement data were received, processed and displayed by 

the EGSE during the flight.  

Figures 7.2-7.3 show the thermal behaviour of the optical boxes and the 

electronical box respectively.  

After launch the temperature of the optical boxes began to decrease to a 

minimum of -30°C. During the float phase the OB temperatures rose due to 

them being exposed to the sun. The maximum temperature of the optical 

boxes reached 10-15°C. After cutdown the temperature decreased in 

accordance of the gondola’s descent. 

 

Figure 7.2 – Temperature telemetry of the Daemon Optical Boxes.  

TEMPX= temperature sensor of OBX 

 

 

The electronical box, which was placed inside of the gondola covers, 

measured lower temperatures with the minimum being -40°C and the 

maximum -2°C. 
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Figure 7.3 – Temperature telemetry of the Daemon Optical Boxes. TEMPEB: 

temperature of the bottom of the EB. TEMPPPS: temperature of the PS panel. TEMPAD: 

temperature measured by the sensor integrated in the AD converter (different method) 

 

As the secondary technical objective of the experiment was the thermal 

comparison of BioDos and Daemon, the topic will be further addressed in 

chapter 7.4. 

 

3. Recovery 

The gondola was recovered at around midnight on the launch day. 

Experimenters were granted access on the following morning.  

The Daemon experiment sustained minor damage. The experiment boxes 

were intact, but one of the base plates was bent – possibly because the 

gondola landed on it at the touchdown.  

 

4. Post-flight activities 
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After recovery, the experiment boxes were dismounted from the gondola and 

the base plates. They were transported back to Budapest in the experimental 

team’s hand luggage.  

After the arrival back home, the optical boxes were disassembled. The 

samples were inspected with spectrophotometric methods to determine their 

end state optical density, and the telemetry and measurement data were 

evaluated by the team. 

 

7.3 Results 

 

I. UV-ENVIRONMENT IN THE STRATOSPHERE 

Irradiances and doses measured in Daemon 

The first step of data analysis was the evaluation of the UV-environment of 

the stratosphere. The experiment used three types of detectors for the 

analysis of the different UV-ranges present at the altitude of the flight 

(maximum: 27,3km). Figures 7.4-7.6 show the results of this measurement. 

All three graphs have the same characteristics: the UV irradiance values 

increase during float phase with the decreasing UV-filtering effect of the 

ozone layer, have a relatively constant value at the maximum altitude and 

decrease rapidly after cutdown with the descent of the gondola. As the 

detectors are highly sensitive to direction, the measured irradiance dropped to 

zero if the detector was not facing the sun.  

As expected, the wideband sensors registered a much higher value as they 

monitored the whole UV-range. According to our measurements, the UVB and 

UVC components are roughly 1% (UVB) and 0,2% (UVC) of the total UV 

radiation at 27 km of altitude. 
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Figure 7.4 – Irradiance data measured by the wideband sensors 

 

Figure 7.5 – Irradiance measurement in the UVB range 
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Figure 7.6 – Irradiance measurement in the UVC range 

 

 

Figure 7.7-7.9 shows the dose calculated from the data of the three sensor 

types. Just as with the irradiance measurement, it can be concluded that the 

UVB and UVC components are responsible for a small amount of the total UV 

dose. The rest of the total dose is the UVA range.  

The significance of this result is the fact that UVA is mostly harmless, and the 

adverse DNA changes investigated by Daemon are specifically induced by 

UVB (and UVC) radiation. 
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II. ADVERSE EFFECTS 

Comparison of pre-flight and post-flight optical densities 

 

The OD of the samples (24 DNA and 12 uracil) was measured with a UV-VIS 

spectrophotometer after sample preparation (pre-flight/ initial state) and after 

launch (post-flight/ end-state). 

The analysis consisted of registering the OD spectrum of a sample in the 200-

400nm wavelength range, the relevant range, however is a roughly 50nm 

wide region (250-300nm) outside which the behaviour of the OD spectrum of 

pyrimidines is highly random. Therefore the term “OD change” will henceforth 

mean “OD change in the relevant range”. 

To exclude any non-UV caused damage, dark samples were used which had 

the same characteristics and were flown in the same environment as the 

irradiated samples, but were not exposed to the sun. After evaluating these 

samples, we found that their OD didn’t change. We can conclude that no 

other environmental characteristic (e.g. temperature) can cause decrease in 

the OD. 

During the analysis of the spectrophotometric data, three kinds of sample 

behaviour were observed. The majority of the samples did not show any 
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change in their OD due to the small UVB dose. An example of this is shown 

on figure 7.10a-b. 

 

 

Figure 7.10a – OD of a DNA sample from OB4. Black: initial state. Red: end-state. 

 

 

Figure 7.10b- OD of a uracil sample from OB3. Black: initial state. Red: end-state.   

 

The rest of the samples had either a decrease or an increase in their OD 

spectra. OD decrease is the “expected” effect of the flight, as it shows that the 

pyrimidine bases of the samples began to dimerize. An example of this is 

figure 7.11. 
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The effect of the different UV doses was apparent, as OB4 (which received 

the highest UVB dose) had more samples with decreasing OD than the three 

other boxes. There is also a slight difference between uracil and DNA 

samples, as in case of the samples with decreased OD, uracil samples seem 

to show a smaller decrease than DNA samples in the same box. 

 

 

Figure 7.11a- OD of a DNA sample from OB4. Black: initial state. Red: end-state.   

 

 

Figure 7.11b- OD of the three uracil samples in OB4. Initial OD/ end OD pairs are: 

black/red, blue/green, yellow/pink. 

In some samples, the OD showed an increase which can’t be attributed to UV 

radiation. Though our preliminary investigations into this phenomenon are not 

yet conclusive, it seems to be the effect of the difference in the pre- and post-

flight  number of water molecules in the samples’ crystalline structure, and 
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“anomalous” samples are likely able to regain their correct OD with heat 

treatment. An example of the increased OD is shown in 7.12. 

 

Figure 7.12a- OD of a DNA sample from OB2. Black: initial state. Red: end-state.   

 

Figure 7.12b- OD of a uracil sample from OB2. Black: initial state. Red: end-state.   

 

Calculation of OD from irradiance data 

 

Continuing the method development first introduced in the BioDos experiment 

(and explained in 1.1), the continuously registered signals of the UV detectors 

can be used for the calculation of OD. The result of such a calculation is not 

an OD-spectrum as with a spectrophotometer, but rather an OD-time graph 

showing the change “cumulative” OD of a UV-range with time.  

Figure 7.13 shows the OD of a sample during the flight. The sudden drops in 

the negative region would be scientifically impossible as it would mean that 
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the detectors obscured by the samples measure higher UV irradiance than 

the detectors directly exposed to the sun. 

 

 

Figure 7.13 – UVB-range OD of a sample in OB1 

Some, but not all anomalous data can be contributed to the fact that every 

detector has periods during the flight of the balloon when it will only register 

offset – namely during the time the optical box turns away from the sun. If two 

offset (“noise”) values are used for the calculation of the OD, it can give 

nonsensical results. 

Since Daemon used three kinds of photodiode detectors in order to have a 

more precise measurement, a comparison between the calculated ODs of 

each type was a central point in the experiment, and the investigation yielded 

interesting results. 

Figures 7.14-7.16 show a sample with the same type of detector from every 

optical box. It can be clearly seen that albeit the minor differences, each type 

has a distinctive “shape”.  
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Figure 7.14 – UVB-range ODs from every OB 

 

 

Figure 7.15 – UVC-range ODs from every OB 
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Figure 7.16 – Wideband ODs from every OB 

Furthermore, if we set aside the anomaly of the negative values and compare 

the different sensors in the same box (see Fig 7.17), it seems that the data 

gained with the UVB sensors is more precise, as its “shape” is more 

reminiscent of what a perfect graph would look like (a constant line/slightly 

decreasing curve). 

Even if not yet a perfect solution, this proves that the approach we took with 

the usage of filtered detectors is indeed correct. 
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Figure 7.17 – ODs calculated from three types of detectors in OB3 

 

7.4 Discussion and Conclusions 

 

DISCUSSION OF SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES 

The scientific objectives of Daemon are an attempt to revisit, improve and 

further investigate some observations the team made during our predecessor 

project, BioDos. A comparison between the two experiments is therefore the 

integral part evaluating Daemon. For both experiments, the environment was 

the same: 25-30km of altitude, autumn, similar flight time, same launch area, 

which is why the sample behaviour is also similar, with most of the samples 

not getting enough UV-dose. On ground level, the the total UV radiation is 

almost exclusively made up of the UVA range. Higher in the atmosphere, the 

UV-filtering effect of the stratospheric ozone layer starts to diminish, which is 

why UVB and even UVC components are beginning to appear at around 

25km. However – as presented in the results section -  UVB and UVC radition 

is still just a small fraction of the total UV irradiance. The significance of the 

fact that the UVB range has such a small percentage in the composition of the 
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stratospheric UV spectrum is that the photochemical processes responsible 

for the dimerization of pyrimidines are initiated by UVB radiation. At low 

radiation levels (within the atmosphere, for instance), the difference between 

the “useful” and “not useful” components is more pronounced. If we were to 

take only the data of the wideband sensors into account, the calculated dose 

would hold no information at all. Based on what we learned by using UVB 

detectors besides the wideband sensors, and keeping the “similarity thesis”, 

we could even correct the BioDos data which were evaluated with the data of 

wideband sensors. Therefore separating the UV-range and measuring the 

photochemically critical components directly was a huge step towards 

perfecting our measurement method. 

Taking a second look at the UVB irradiance data, it’s evident that the samples 

received a very small dose, explaining the lack of reaction in the majority of 

the samples. This is very similar to what we experienced in BioDos, though it 

has to be mentioned that in the previous experiment, even less samples had a 

decreased OD. Low radiation and low exposure time is a serious constraining 

factor for this measurement method on this platform. Both in Daemon and 

BioDos, our approach was to “always have a sample facing the sun” so we 

don’t waste a significant amount of the flight time measuring nothing. Low 

radiation cannot be circumvented on ground level/ on stratospheric balloons, 

but the exposure time can be increased with the usage of an automatic 

rotation system which goes opposite of the balloon’s rotation and ensures that 

the samples are always facing the sun. Scientifically this would lead to a four 

times higher exposure time; technically it would reduce sample numbers (as 

only one optical box would be needed) and the cost of the experiment with it. 

The only failed scientific objective was our inability to calculate the Biologically 

Effective Dose, a parameter associated with the direct biological effect of 

radiation. BED can be calculated by determining the absorbances of uracil 

before, during and after an infinite irradiation time. The absorbance of a 

sample after an infinite amount of irradiation is basically an OD value where 
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the sample goes into saturation. This lowest absorbance level was not 

measured in Daemon as none of the samples went into saturation because of 

the relatively short irradiation times and the low radiation levels. During the 

planning of the scientific objectives, and judging from the data we gained with 

BioDos, we were aware that determining the BED would almost definitely be 

impossible, but we concluded that “scientific wishful thinking” is a valid 

sentiment, hence the calculation of BED being a secondary objective. 

 

Obj. 1 Scientific 

Measuring the 
absorbance of the 
biological samples 
during the flight. 

Primary 
partially 

met 

Obj. 2 Scientific 

Measuring the intensity 
of stratospheric UV-
radiation in UVB and 

UVC ranges separately. 

Primary met 

Obj. 3 Scientific 

Comparing the 
absorbance change of 

the DNA and uracil 
samples with the results 
of the uracil samples in 

BioDos. 

Secondary met 

Obj. 4 Scientific 
Calculation of the 

Biologically Effective 
Dose 

Secondary not met 

 

II. DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES 

The Daemon technical objectives were centred around the improvement of a 

previous pilot experiment. Even though we had the BioDos data available, the 

implemented measurement method is still counts as new, with a number of 

factors not yet taken into account.  
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The wideband sensors mentioned above hide another flaw in regards of the 

measurement method, namely that part of their signal counts as “noise” in the 

measurement. The solar spectrum and the spectrum filtered by the sample is 

not easily comparable. The best way to calculate OD were to compare one 

specific UVB-range wavelength’s irradiance (which is what 

spectrophotometers do). It is quite impossible, however, for a student team to 

build a spectrophotometer for a balloon platform in nine months. Therefore 

while planning the measurement method, we were forced to simplify the 

setup. In BioDos, we chose wideband sensors with peak sensitivities in the 

UVB range. During the measurement, it would have meant that the range 

dominantly “represented” in the detector’s signal was the range useful for our 

calculation. After analysis of the BioDos data, namely after we had difficulties 

with the calculated OD, we speculated that the wideband detector is sensitive 

enough for components outside the desired range to appear as significant 

noise. This was to be corrected in Daemon with the usage of UVB-filtered 

detectors. As described in the previous sub-chapter, the filtered sensors do 

seem to have smaller “noise” and OD data form a graph more consistent with 

our expectations, which is an important improvement in the method. It also 

shows us that the approach we took is indeed correct, and lead to a new idea 

during the team’s discussions. The next best solution to the whole problem is 

a so-called interference filter which cuts off almost every other part of a 

spectrum except of a 10nm range around 280nm. The only constraint about 

this filter it its price (which is the reason we didn’t utilize it in Daemon), but if 

we keep in accordance with the previous conclusions about reduced sample 

numbers and cost, it could be possible to install IF filtered samples from the 

“difference”. 

The anomaly of the negative ODs will have to be amended, however, but the 

team already has some suggestions on how to reduce possible noise and 

how to stabilize the measurement. The target measurement is the absorbance 

that can be calculated with log(I/I0), where the I is the UV light intensity 
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attenuated by the samples and I0 is the unattenuated UV light. In addition to 

the absorbance changes we measure the physical dose estimated from the I0 

measurement. These variables change very slowly over time. The changes of 

the unattenuated intensity depend on the sun’s changes in intensity (rise and 

set) and the experiment’s movement (due to the angular sensitivity of the 

sensor). The first is slow enough and does not cause significant uncertainty in 

the measurement. The second, however, is a considerable problem on the 

BEXUS platform, because the intensity randomly changes with the gondola 

rotation speed and direction. If the experiment is faced toward the sun all the 

time, the intensity perturbation can be eliminated. This can be implemented by 

an automatic rotation system described before. 

The current experiment registers I and I0 continuously over the time.  To 

concentrate on the measurement of OD change, OD could be measured in 

direct analogue measurement. If we connect the photodiode buffers (or the 

photodiodes directly) to logarithmic amplifier inputs, the absorbance can be 

directly digitalised and better quality is to be expected due to the logarithmic 

amplifiers’ signal compression effect. 

 

 

Figure 7.18 - Internal block diagram of a logarithmic amplifier 
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The variables change very slowly, especially with the automatic rotation 

system mentioned above. It is not necessary to continuously measure the 

high DC level of the intensities, because they generate a lot of data and limit 

the gain of the amplifiers before the ADC. The DC levels of the subsequent 

measurements are well predictable, and by subtracting this slowly change 

quasi-DC level, a higher gain could be applied. It can be implemented by a 

linear predictor with analogue amplifier, so the changes of the intensity or the 

absorbance could be measured with a better precision. 

 

 

Figure 7.19 - Linear predictor with analogue amplifier 

 

The only secondary technical objective of the Daemon experiment was the 

comparison between the thermal behaviour of the BioDos and Daemon 

experiment. The reason behind this is the fact that Daemon didn’t contain any 

thermal control or insulation, while the optical boxes of BioDos were equipped 

with MLI and the experiment had automatic heating set to switch on at -20°C. 

As seen on Figure 7.20, there is no significant difference in the BioDos 

thermal behaviour. 
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Figure 7.20 - External temperatures of all BioDos optical boxes (°C) 

 

Obj. 5 Technical Improving the 
technology platform 

used for continuous, in-
situ biodosimetric 
measurements. 

Primary met 

Obj. 6 Technical Comparing the thermal 
behaviour of the 

experiment with previous 
results. 

Secondary met 

 

7.5 Lessons Learned 

 

The Daemon project provided us a lot of experience not only with the scientific 

and technical results, but with the road leading to them. A few key expamles 

of our hard-learned lessons are: 

 It was proved again that proper project management is essential to a 

well done experiment. Even if personal and personnel risks seem 

redundant or impossible to occur, they can not be ignored. For a 

project to be successful, every aspect and every possible issue of the 

experiment and the experimental team has to be accounted for. This is 
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doubly true for scheduling. An experiment is pure teamwork, a little 

delay in one department can lead to huge delays in the whole project 

as not every work package can be done simultaneously. For a project 

to work, estimating the time available and the time required for 

completing a task is of utmost importance. 

 There were quite a few issues with the experiment design and 

equipment which were discovered during testing. 

 If we need special parts for the purposes of experiment (e.g. high value 

resistors), it is advised to order them early. We had some issues with 

the delivery of these parts. 

 We saved time and money by first designing breadboards and not 

jumping right to the PCBs. 

 We should have spent more time to test the high impedance circuits to 

optimise the design’s noise performance. 

 We could reuse a lot of program code from the BioDos software so we 

saved a considerable amount of time. 

 It would have been better to test and practice the DNA preparation 

method beforehand. We were late with the task in the first place, and 

during the first preparations, it turned out that the protocol for DNA 

preparation is outdated and not detailed enough. It took us two weeks 

to “reinvent” the method. 

 Linked to the previous lesson: thorough documentation of test and 

preparation protocols is very important, even if during the process itself 

all steps seem self-explanatory and evident. Sometimes it is necessary 

to repeat a test, and for a valid comparison of the results, every detail 

has to be exactly the same – hence the detailed documentation. 

 It should be always considered when planning tests in other labs, or 

the manufacture of mechanical parts in other workshops, that the 

experiment is top priority only to us. It is entirely possible for the 

external workshops to be at full capacity. We should always book labs 
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and workshops early to avoid these types of delays. 

 Communication between team members had to be perfected for the 

reasons mentioned in the first Learned Lesson. Some of the smaller 

delays in tasks depending on each other could have been avoided with 

proper communication between team members responsible for those 

tasks. 
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8 ABBREVIATIONS AND REFERENCES 

8.1 Abbreviations 

 

A  absorbance 

ADC  Analog to Digital Converter 

AMP  amplifier 

AGND  analog ground 

AUX  Auxiliary (panel) 

BEXUS Balloon Experiments for University Students 

BME  Budapest University of Technology and Economics 

BP  Base Plate 

BSL  Bio Safety Level 

BUS  Power bus 

C-  Current Telemetry 

CDR  Critical Design Review 

COG  Centre of gravity 

CPU  Central Processing Unit 

DAC  Digital to Analog Converter 

DD  DNA detector 

DNA  deoxyribonucleic acid 

EAR  Experiment Acceptance Review 

EB  Electronic Box 

EGSE  Earth Ground Support Equipment 

EMUX  Extended Multiplexer 

FIR  Finite Impulse Response 

GUI  Graphical User Interface 

I0  radiation intensity 

It  intensity of transmitted radiation 

IPR  Integration Progress Review 

IPV4  Internet Protocol Version 4 
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MCU  Microcontroller unit 

MSDS  Material Safety Data Sheet 

MUX  Multiplexer 

N/A  Not Available 

OB  Optical Box 

OBDH  OnBoard Data Handler 

OD  Optical Denstiy 

PC  Personal Computer 

PCB  Printed Circuit Board 

PCR  Polymerase Chain Reaction 

PD  Photodiode Detector with/without filters 

PDA  Photodiode Detector with UV-A filter 

PDB  Photodiode Detector with UV-B filter 

PDC  Photodiode Detector with UV-C filter 

PDF  Photodiode Detector with no filter 

PDR  Preliminary Design Review 

PECS  Plan for European Cooperating States 

PS  Power Supply 

qPCR  quantitative polymerase chain reaction 

REF  Reference 

SED  Student Experiment Documentation  

SiC  Silicon Carbide 

SGN  Signal 

SPI  Serial Peripheral Interface 

SW  software 

TBC  To Be Clarified 

TBD  To Be Defined 

TCP  Transmission Control Protocol 

TEMP  Temperature 

TH  Thermal 

UD  Uracil Detector 
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UTP  Unshielded Twisted Pair 

UV  Ultraviolet 

UV-VIS Ultraviolet-visible (spectrophotometry) 

V-  Voltage Telemetry 

VUV   Vacuum ultraviolet (radiation) 

WBS  Work Breakdown Structure 
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APPENDIX A – EXPERIMENT REVIEWS 

 

PDR REVIEW 

 

 REXUS / BEXUS Flight: BEXUS 16/17  

Payload Manager:  
Experiment: Daemon  
Location: DLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany Date: 06 Feb 2012  
1. Review Board members  
Mikael Inga  
Olle Persson  
Hans Henriksson  
Gunnar Andersson  
Torbjörn Eld  
Klas Nehrman  
Natacha Callens (minutes)  
Lucio Scolamiero  
Koen DeBeule (minutes)  
Alex Kinnaird (Chair)  
Mark Fittock  
Martin Siegl  

SSC – Science Services  
SSC – Science Services  
SSC – Science Services  
SSC – Science Services  
SSC – Science Services  
SSC – Science Services  
ESA – Education Office  
ESA – Tech. Structures and Mechanisms  
ESA – Tech. Mechanical Eng. Dept.  
ESA – Education office .  
DLR – Institute of Space Systems  
DLR – Institute of Space Systems  

 

2. Experiment Team members  
Vilmos Tóth  
Vilmos Gorócz  
Borbála Marosvári  
Veronika Grósz  
 

3. General Comments  
 

Presentation  

o Very good presentation  

o Excellent timing and splitting between members  

o Try not to read even if your English is not so good  

o Try to better catch the audience, presentation should be like a show  

o Good that you said what changed since delivery of SEDv1  

o Answered questions from panel  
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SED  
 

o Really at PDR level even better. As you are experienced BEXUS flyers the panel would like to see 

some additional elaboration.  
 

4. Panel Comments and Recommendations  
 

Requirements and constraints (SED chapter 2)  

 

o Functional and operational requirements are good and complete.  

o P2 , P6 and P11 should be design requirements. They do not change your performances when not 

achieved or verified.  

o in design requirements you are missing the pressure one (reduced pressure on the gondola).  

 

 

Mechanics (SED chapter 4.2.1 & 4.4)  

o Good that you want to have some mass savings.  

o Need to confirm if the sheet metal base plate resist to the load, please make some FE analysis.  

o Be careful with card lock containment.  

o You be make clear that the boxes are not painted but anodised.  

 

 

o Include the analogue signals handling schematic of the presentation in the SED if not already 
included.  

o Electrical improvement could be to perform a sensitivity analysis (couple any signal with the entry 
one) and find disturbing noise and avoid it by filtering for Daemon experiment.  

o Try to reduce the size of your cables, be careful with grounding issues…  

o ADC could be used instead of EMUX.  

 

 

o It is recommended not to follow the chosen strategy, based on the results from BioDos to remove 
the thermal system. Every flight is different and therefore the next one might be colder. Seeing the 
limited amount of work in respect to what is available, it is recommended to perform the thermal 
analysis and to achieve a thermal subsystem.  

o The gondola rotation speed may be a significant factor in your thermal calculations.  

 

 

o You may look into what you can improve instead of rewriting it.  
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o P4 and P5 can not only be done by R, also should be done by T. However the board suspects this 
is done by Similarity to BioDos, so please revise the matrix.  

o The same comment can be made for the amount of As found in the matrix. After clarification, it is 
clear this had to be S, based on BioDos.  

o It would be very much appreciated that the EMC test is expanded a bit in the next version of the 
SED and that details like which frequencies and which power are used in this test to see how they 
can be lined up with the sensitivity analysis.  

o Would be good to have a vacuum test because it is a new manufacturing.  

o A basic vibration test can be done by transporting the experiment in a car over a rough road.  

 

 

o The bio level one must be clearly indicated in the operational sequence prior and during launch 
operations. Also how to handle the agents during pick-up must be touched clearly for the recovery 
crew.  

o Clarify that you do not need bio safety level one at Esrange  

o Add some project management risk in your risk register.  

 

 

o As you already participated to a BEXUS campaign you should include as much information as you 
can in Chapter 6 as soon as possible.  

o Express clearly that you will bring back your samples to your laboratory.  

o Add a procedure if you need to throw away some material at Esrange.  

 

 

o Take advantage of your lessons learned.  

o Clearly explain that you took into account students exams and holidays in your availability of the 
team table.  

o Try to update more often your Facebook page and get more likes.  

o Should try to contact more media like TV and radio.  

o Express in your document that you plan to publish your results in scientific journals.  

o Excellent logo. 

 

 

 BEXUS  
Experiment Critical Design ReviewFlight: BEXUS 16/17  

Payload Manager: Alexander Schmidt or Mikael Inga  
Experiment: Daemon  

Location: ESA-ESTEC, The Netherlands Date: 29
th 

May 2013  
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1. Review Board members  
Mikael Inga SSC Science Services  
Alf Vaerneus SSC Science Services  
Martin Siegl DLR Institute of Space Systems  
Alexander Schmidt DLR MORABA  
Stefan Voelk DLR MORABA  
Alex Kinnaird (mins) ESA Policies Dept. – Education and Knowledge Management Office.  
Natacha Callens ESA Policies Dept. – Education and Knowledge Management Office.  

Alan Owens (chair) ESA Technical Directorate – Systems, Software & Technology Department, Support to New Member Sates & European Cooperating 
States Office.  

Sylvain Vey ESA Technical Directorate – Mechanical Engineering Dept., Thermal Div.  
Nick Panagiotopoulos ESA Technical Directorate – Electrical Engineering Dept., Data System Div.  
. 
Document review only:  
Lucio Scolamiero ESA Technical Directorate – Mechanical Engineering Dept. Structures and Mechanisms Div.  

2. Experiment Team members  

Vilmos Gorócz  

Borbála Marosvári  

Béla Hegyesi  

Veronika Grósz  
3. General Comments  

 
Presentation  
 

o Good presentation, good slides and well split between the team members.  

 
 
SED  
 

o Quite comprehensive, with most areas covered.  

o Try and keep figures with captions, not across pages.  

o Figure 4-38 is missing.  

o Be consistent with acronyms and update the list in the document (MSDS, EGSE).  

o Update references (for example the atmospheric temperature data).  

o Easier vs. lighter., they do not mean the same thing.  

 
4. Panel Comments and Recommendations  
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Science  

o The science case is not very clear, what you are trying to do and why?  

o The experiment procedure is not exactly clear, i.e. there is shading and view angle, what 

do you want measure and why and how (science not tech.).  

o You should take into account the environment (reflections from the gondola/balloon etc.).  

o For a ‘new comer’ to the project, the exact orientation or system level configuration is not 

completely clear.  
 
Requirements and constraints (SED chapter 2)  

o Flight altitude and flight time is not in the requirements.  

o The team confirmed that 25km ‘is enough’.  

o No uncertainties are given for the UV-B and UV-C sensors, you might need to consider this in 

the science to justify the results.  

o Due to the comparison (with BioDos) requirement it would be good to include the results of the 

previous experiment (particularly temperature).  

o Some operational requirements feel like design requirements – it depends a lot on the exact 

wording.  

o Design requirement 20: 16Mb memory TBC is not acceptable for CDR, this does not match the 

design later on.  
 
Mechanics (SED chapter 4.2.1 & 4.4)  

o You should look at the problems faced by GEKKO and make sure you’re not susceptible to 

this.  
• The team clarified a shield PCB will be used.  

o The margins or stress intensity factor in the FEM are not 100% clear.  

o The ‘crash’ test requirements are not clear but this kind of mechanical test is mandatory.  

 
Electronics and data management (SED chapter 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.5 & 4.7)  

o Your data budget is not obvious. Your storage limitations/requirements are not clear.  

o You should make the PCB layer strategy clear, grounding, thermal etc.  

o The team clarified boards will ordered soon with a 5 day lead time.  

o The schematics are very good, however a top level grounding scheme is absent.  

o The team verified that the boards are changing (from the BioDos experiment) to accommodate 

the expansion of the experiment.  

o The panel identified the risk of not digitising the signal before transfer to the EB, this might be 

something to consider. Perhaps this should be included in the risk register.  

o You should be sure whether you calibrate the sensors (UV and thermal) yourselves or take 

what the manufacture has provided.  

o You should be clear about the calibration, unit by unit and/or end to end test with the calibrated 

UV spectrometer. The panel recommend a full end to end test for calibration to improve the 
science quality.  

o End to end testing should be ready for EAR.  

 
Thermal (SED chapter 4.2.4 & 4.6)  

o The reference curve used for the atmosphere is not as supplied by BEXUS (see version 6-7), 

you should use the latest data from the organisers and if you use alternative models you need to 
very clear about what model you use.  

o In general the panel thinks you should prepare for the lower temperatures.  

o Your ground temperature is optimistic.  

o You included a lot of information on the presentation which wasn’t included in the user manual.  

o The thermal expert is not yet convinced by your thermal analysis – more details are 

needed, specifically with regards to your boundary conditions.  
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o Look specifically at which Loctite you use, it should be selected to match the screw size and for 

the thermal environment.  

o The team clarified that they will perform low temperature tests without reduced pressure. This 

is not ideal but acceptable 



Software (SED chapter 4.8)  

o Timing is not clear in the software, specifically for the sampling.  

o The need, or use of, time stamping is not clear.  

o The team explained the tolerance to reset – e.g. the memory is not reset. They should be 

confident with this.  

o The sampling philosophy suggests you’re not taking all the data possible, you should consider 

that it’s easy to take more data and remove it later than visa-versa.  

o You should switch off your experiment before cut down.  

o There’s no filtering on the optical sensors you need to be careful with this.  

 
Verification and testing (SED chapter 5)  

o See thermal comments.  

o There is a lot of similarity – you should be aware of ‘luck’ factor involved in your single previous 

experiment.  

o D.10 can be removed from the Tests x Requirements matrix.  

o You may consider some basic EMC testing using oscilloscopes. You may consider ESD testing 

to confirm the equipotential of your ground.  

o You should better document your ‘crash test’.  

 
Safety and risk analysis (SED chapter 3.4)  

o TC40 relates to spares but there is no spares in the list of components.  

o You should document your spares philosophy in general.  

o The panel accept your risks relating the biohazard.  

 
Launch and operations (SED chapter 6)  

o Please break down mass, volume and footprint into only the two units.  

o Do not reference outside chapter 6.  

o The removal of the lens covers should be removed at late access (T-60mins).  

 
Organisation, project planning & outreach (SED chapters 3.1, 3.2 & 3.3)  

o The document states the timeline section is blank, it’s not – Please keep you website and 

documentation relating to the website updated.  

o The Gantt chart progress line shows you’re late with the Bio samples.  

o It’s good that the new members are helped by the older members.  

o You should be more active on the Facebook, set a number of posts per week for example.  

 
5. Internal Panel Discussion 
Summary of main actions for the experiment team  

o Address all of the minor points above in the next document  

o Re-write your science section to give the panel good confidence that what you’re doing is worth it 

and how you will do it (from a science view point).  

o Address the concerns of the thermal expert with relation to your thermal design – do not rely 

solely on similarity.  

o Produce a comprehensive data budget and justify your data storage requirements.  

 
CDR Result: pass  
 

Next SED version due: v3-0, 24
th 

June 2013 
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REVIEW 
INTERIM PROGRESS REVIEW 
 
 
Flight: BX‐16 
Experiment: Daemon 
Review location: BME, Budapest, Hungary 
Date: 18_Jul_2013 
Review Panel 
Alexander Schmidt – MORABA 
Experiment Team members 
Veronika Gro sz Vilmos Goro cz 
VilmosTo th Andra s Futo  
PICTURES 

 Experiment is definitely in IPR‐state 

 All hardware parts available, software+ electronics on a good way 

 Team is aware of the BioDOS‐experience and therefore works hard not to be late 

 Experiment will be ready at beginning of September 

PANEL COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Science 

 Bio‐Sample are are ready 

Requirements and constraints (SED chapter 2) 

 Will be updated due to Alex K.’s comments 

Mechanics (SED chapter 4.2.1 & 4.4) 

 Sample holders are ready (picture) 

 First base plate finished (picture) 

 Second base plate will be finished in August 

Electronics and data management (SED chapter 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.5 & 4.7) 

 Detectors are at the team 

 OBDH and PS PCB’s ready for populating (picture 

 Data rate now 1.2 kbit/s due to EuroLaunch recommendation) 

 Now sufficient memory available for sampling all signal all the time, no cycling 

between boxes 
Thermal (SED chapter 4.2.4 & 4.6) 

 Thermal analysis for convection done, seems to be ok 

 Better analysis will be done with professional programme ThermX, but team is still 

waiting for the programme 
Software (SED chapter 4.8) 

 Software seems to be ready 
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 Software can red telemetry 

Verification and testing (SED chapter 5) 

 Test campaign starting now 

 Radiation tests and detector calibration early august 

 Team has access to test facilities at university 

 Tests planned to be be finished at end of August 

 
Safety and risk analysis (SED chapter 3.4) 

 Team said, there is no risk due to loss of communication (comment of Alex K.) 

Launch and operations (SED chapter 6) 

 Team will provide more details and pictures for recovery operation 

 Team has thought how to organise transport and also has adapted boxes for 

hardware 
Organisation, project planning & outreach (SED chapters 3.1, 3.2 & 3.3) 

 Intec in Budapest talk about BioDos 

 Team very well organised, remaining tasks can be done in parallel 

 Team has some budget problems but university tries to sponsor four people for the 

campaign 

 Veronika and Vilmos will attend the EANA‐conference in Poland week 30 and 

present posters 
SED 

 

End‐to‐end Test 

 Not yet 

Others 

 No other comments 

FINAL REMARKS 
Summary of major actions for the experiment team 

 

EAR Result: pass / conditional pass / fail 

 pass 

Next SED version due 

 one week before EAR (around end of August maybe?) 

Summary of actions for EuroLaunch 

 Hammerhead bolts should be provided by Esrange 

 

REXUS/BEXUS 
Experiment Acceptance Review 
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1. REVIEW 
Flight: BEXUS-16/17 
Experiment: DAEMON 
Review location: BME Budapest, Hungary 
Date: 26th August 2013 
Review Board Members 
Ylva Houltz SSC Science Services Division 

Experiment Team Members 
Vilmos Gorocz Marton Kovacs 
David Juhasz Andras Futo 
Veronika Grosz Zsolt Varadi 
Otto Lorinczi Gyorgyi Ronto 
Laszlo Csurgai Antal Banfalvi 
Jozsef Szabo Gabor Kocsis 
2. GENERAL COMMENTS 
2.1. Presentation 

A presentation of the current status of the experiment was shown. 
2.2. SED 

A new version of the SED is expected September 12,( Version 4). 
2.3. Hardware 

The hardware is not ready for end-to end tests until September 9:th 
 
 
4. REVIEW BOARD COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
4.1. Science 

All samples are ready. 32 DNA samples (30 needed) 

Uracil samples: 20 produced 15 needed. 

The sensors have been calibrated using a reference source in the radiation 
laboratory at Semmelweis University. 
4.2. Requirements and constraints (SED chapter 2) 

Comments from IPR will be included in next version of SED. 
4.3. Mechanics (SED chapter 4.2.1 & 4.4) 

Electronics box is ready, no electronics mounted. 

Baseplates are under production, finished during next week. Surface treatment will 
be done. 

All parts for optical boxes manufactured, to be assembled. PCB’s due in one week. 

Mounting in gondola to be added to SED. 
4.4. Electronics and data management (SED chapter 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.5 & 4.7) 

OBDH board ready and tested 

Power board (PS): Ready to be populated. 

OB: Board ordered, to be populated next week. High resolution resistors to be 
ordered, 3 days delivery time. Will be ordered after calibration finished, this week. 
At latest 3/9. 
4.5. Thermal (SED chapter 4.2.4 & 4.6) 

No heating devices implemented as components are dimensioned for -60C. 

Thermal tests on board level start with OBDH board this week 
4.6. Software (SED chapter 4.8) 

OBDH software is ready and tested. 

EGSE software is 75% ready. All basic functions are operational. 
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4.7. Verification and testing (SED chapter 5) 

Tests will start as soon as board manufacturing is finished. To be finished before 
September 9:th, to be ready for End-to-end test. 
4.8. Safety and risk analysis (SED chapter 3.4) 

Updated according to previous comments in next version of the SED. 
4.9. Launch and operations (SED chapter 6) 
 

Delivery to Esrange planned on September 20:th 

Procedure for sample recovery will be added 
4.10. Organisation, project planning & outreach (SED chapters 3.1, 3.2 & 3.3) 

Two new team members 

One team member currently ill, but will be back next week 

Day-to-day planning done, updated weekly (on Friday team meetings). 
4.11. End-to-end Test 

To be performed starting Sept 9:th 
5. FINAL REMARKS 
5.1. Summary of main actions for the experiment team 

Finalize and go into testing phase 

High commitment from team members needed during the coming month 
5.2. Summary of main actions for the organisers 

Finalise parts and test on sub-system level 

Perform end-to-end test 

No simulator for E-link 
5.3. IPR Result: pass / conditional pass / fail 

Conditional pass, due to all system not assembled yet. Progress report due on 
September 4:th to see that start date for end-to-end test can be met. 
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APPENDIX B – OUTREACH AND MEDIA COVERAGE 

 

Logo of the team 

 

 

Link to our website:  

http://lab708.mht.bme.hu/daemon/ 

 

Link to our Facebook page:  

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Daemon-of-BEXUS/118730291623632 

 

Conference presentation:  

XXVIII. Ionoszféra- és Magnetoszférafizikai Szeminárium 
(XXVIII. Ionospheric and Magnetospheric Physics Seminar)  
Organized by the Hungarian Astronautical Society. 

“Balloon experiments developed at BME”  
presented by Veronika Grósz 

7-9 March, 2013. Kecskemét, Hungary 

http://www.mant.hu/kiadvanyok/korlevel/korlevel_2013_II.pdf  
(Includes report of the conference) 

Photos on our website (http://lab708.mht.bme.hu/daemon/eng/gallery.html) 

 

http://lab708.mht.bme.hu/daemon/
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Daemon-of-BEXUS/118730291623632
http://www.mant.hu/kiadvanyok/korlevel/korlevel_2013_II.pdf
http://lab708.mht.bme.hu/daemon/eng/gallery.html
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Presentation: 

European Space Expo (Organized by the European Commission) 

“Space biology without mice” 
presented by Veronika Grósz 

20-25 March, 2013. Budapest, Hungary 

http://m.cdn.blog.hu/cy/cydonia/file/ESE%20Budapest%20-
%20Agenda%20of%20Talks.pdf (Program of the expo) 

 

Exhibition and presentation: 

Interactive lecture and experiment exhibition with team Daemon at the 
Budapest University of Technology and Economics. 

29 March, 2013. Budapest, Hungary 

Photos on our Facebook page 
(https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.158049827691678.1073741825.118730291
623632&type=1) 

 

http://m.cdn.blog.hu/cy/cydonia/file/ESE%20Budapest%20-%20Agenda%20of%20Talks.pdf
http://m.cdn.blog.hu/cy/cydonia/file/ESE%20Budapest%20-%20Agenda%20of%20Talks.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.158049827691678.1073741825.118730291623632&type=1
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.158049827691678.1073741825.118730291623632&type=1
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APPENDIX C – ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

 

  Regulations of Biosafety Level 1 

Biosafety Level 1 is suitable for work involving well-characterized agents not known to 
consistently cause disease in immunocompetent adult humans, and present minimal potential 
hazard to laboratory personnel and the environment. BSL-1 laboratories are not necessarily 
separated from the general traffic patterns in the building. Work is typically conducted on 
open bench tops using standard microbiological practices. Special containment equipment or 
facility design is not required, but may be used as determined by appropriate risk 
assessment. Laboratory personnel must have specific training in the procedures conducted in 
the laboratory and must be supervised by a scientist with training in microbiology or a related 
science. 

The following standard practices, safety equipment, and facility requirements apply to BSL-1. 

 

A. Standard Microbiological Practices 

1. The laboratory supervisor must enforce the institutional policies that control access to the 
laboratory. 

2. Persons must wash their hands after working with potentially hazardous materials and 
before leaving the laboratory. 

3. Eating, drinking, smoking, handling contact lenses, applying cosmetics, and storing food for 
human consumption must not be permitted in laboratory areas. Food must be stored outside 
the laboratory area in cabinets or refrigerators designated and used for this purpose. 

4. Mouth pipetting is prohibited; mechanical pipetting devices must be used. 

5. Policies for the safe handling of sharps, such as needles, scalpels, pipettes, and broken 
glassware must be developed and implemented. Whenever practical, laboratory supervisors 
should adopt improved engineering and work practice controls that reduce risk of sharps 
injuries. Precautions, including those listed below, must always be taken with sharp items. 
These include: Laboratory Biosafety Level Criteria: BSL-1 31  

a. Careful management of needles and other sharps are of primary importance. Needles must 
not be bent, sheared, broken, recapped, removed from disposable syringes, or otherwise 
manipulated by hand before disposal. 

b. Used disposable needles and syringes must be carefully placed in conveniently located 
puncture-resistant containers used for sharps disposal. 

c. Non-disposable sharps must be placed in a hard walled container for transport to a 
processing area for decontamination, preferably by autoclaving. 

d. Broken glassware must not be handled directly. Instead, it must be removed using a brush 
and dustpan, tongs, or forceps. Plastic ware should be substituted for glassware whenever 
possible. 

6. Perform all procedures to minimize the creation of splashes and/or aerosols. 

7. Decontaminate work surfaces after completion of work and after any spill or splash of 
potentially infectious material with appropriate disinfectant. 

8. Decontaminate all cultures, stocks, and other potentially infectious materials before 
disposal using an effective method. Depending on where the decontamination will be 
performed, the following methods should be used prior to transport. 
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a. Materials to be decontaminated outside of the immediate laboratory must be placed in a 
durable, leak proof container and secured for transport. 

b. Materials to be removed from the facility for decontamination must be packed in 
accordance with applicable local, state, and federal regulations. 

9. A sign incorporating the universal biohazard symbol must be posted at the entrance to the 
laboratory when infectious agents are present. The sign may include the name of the agent(s) 
in use, and the name and phone number of the laboratory supervisor or other responsible 
personnel. Agent information should be posted in accordance with the institutional policy. 

10. An effective integrated pest management program is required. 

11. The laboratory supervisor must ensure that laboratory personnel receive appropriate 
training regarding their duties, the necessary precautions to prevent exposures, and exposure 
evaluation procedures. Personnel must receive annual updates or additional training when 
procedural or policy changes occur. Personal health status may impact an individual’s 
susceptibility to infection, ability to receive immunizations or prophylactic interventions. 
Therefore, all laboratory personnel and particularly women of childbearing age should be 
provided with information regarding immune competence and conditions that may predispose 
them to infection. Individuals having these conditions should be encouraged to self-identify to 
the institution’s healthcare provider for appropriate counseling and guidance. 

 

B. Special Practices 

None required. 

 

C. Safety Equipment (Primary Barriers and Personal Protective Equipment) 

1. Special containment devices or equipment, such as BSCs, are not generally required. 

2. Protective laboratory coats, gowns, or uniforms are recommended to prevent 
contamination of personal clothing. 

3. Wear protective eyewear when conducting procedures that have the potential to create 
splashes of microorganisms or other hazardous materials. Persons who wear contact lenses 
in laboratories should also wear eye protection. 

4. Gloves must be worn to protect hands from exposure to hazardous materials. Glove 
selection should be based on an appropriate risk assessment. Alternatives to latex gloves 
should be available. Wash hands prior to leaving the laboratory. In addition, BSL-1 workers 
should: 

a. Change gloves when contaminated, glove integrity is compromised, or when otherwise 
necessary. 

b. Remove gloves and wash hands when work with hazardous materials has been completed 
and before leaving the laboratory. 

c. Do not wash or reuse disposable gloves. Dispose of used gloves with other contaminated 
laboratory waste. Hand washing protocols must be rigorously followed. Laboratory Biosafety 
Level Criteria: BSL-2 33  

 

D. Laboratory Facilities (Secondary Barriers) 

1. Laboratories should have doors for access control. 

2. Laboratories must have a sink for hand washing. 
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3. The laboratory should be designed so that it can be easily cleaned. Carpets and rugs in 
laboratories are not appropriate. 

4. Laboratory furniture must be capable of supporting anticipated loads and uses. Spaces 
between benches, cabinets, and equipment should be accessible for cleaning. 

a. Bench tops must be impervious to water and resistant to heat, organic solvents, acids, 
alkalis, and other chemicals. 

b. Chairs used in laboratory work must be covered with a non-porous material that can be 
easily cleaned and decontaminated with appropriate disinfectant. 

5. Laboratories windows that open to the exterior should be fitted with screens. 
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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET  
T7 phage DNA 

 
(The format of the MSDS complies with Commission Directive 2001/58/EC as amended.)  
Revised: 01 December 2006  
 
1. IDENTIFICATION OF THE PREPARATION/SUBSTANCE AND OF THE COMPANY  
Preparation Name:  
DNA T7 - buffered aqueous solution.  
(Supplied with Loading Dye Solution).  
Source: 
The DNA is isolated from T7 phage obtained from infected E.coli strain.  
Catalogue numbers of the product:  
D02, SD02, MD02, LD02 (depending on the quantity).  
Use of the preparation: 
For laboratory use.  
Company identification:  
SibEnzyme Ltd.  
 
2. COMPOSITION/ INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS  
 
Ingredients:  
1. T7 phage DNA 0.05% (w/v) EC# CAS# 
2. Tris-HCl < 1% (w/v)  
 (mix of Tris (Trometamol) EC#201-064-4 CAS#77-86-1  
 and Hydrochloric acid EC#231-595-7 CAS#7647-01-0)  
3. EDTA (disodium salt) < 0.1% (w/v) EC#205-358-3 CAS#139-33-3  
4. Water ~ 99% (v/v) EC#231-791-2 CAS#7732-18-5  
Ingredients indicated above do not present a health or environmental hazard within the 
meaning of  
Council Directive 67/548/EEC, or their concentrations do not exceed the limits specified in 
Council  
Directive 1999/45/EC, and in Commission Directive 2001/58/EC.  
 
3. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION  
 
The preparation is not classified as dangerous according to Directive 1999/45/EC or Directive  
67/548/EC, and is not labelled with danger symbols or indications of danger.  
Hazards deriving from physical-chemical properties: 
The data available do not support any physical or chemical hazard.  
Human health hazards:  
Inappropriate handling may cause formation of aerosols. Inhalation of aerosols may cause  
allergic type reactions in sensitized individuals. Prolonged skin contact may cause minor  
irritation.  
Caution: Avoid inhalation, ingestion, and skin contacts.  
Environmental hazards:  
The data available do not support any environmental hazard.  
 
4. FIRST-AID MEASURES  
 
Ingestion:  
If swallowed, rinse mouth and throat thoroughly with water. Consult a doctor in event of any  
complaints.  
Inhalation:  
If inhaled, remove victim from area of exposure. If symptoms of irritation or respiratory  
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allergy occur, consult a doctor.  
Skin contact:  
Generally, the product does not irritate the skin. If symptoms of irritation after prolonged  
exposure occur, consult a doctor.  
Eye contact:  
In case of contact, wash out opened eyes with plenty of water for several minutes. Consult a  
doctor in event of any complaints. 
 
5. FIRE-FIGHTING MEASURES  
 
The preparation cannot cause fire.  
Suitable extinguishing agents:  
Water spray, Carbon Dioxide, dry chemical powder or appropriate foam.  
Not suitable extinguishing agents:  
None.  
Special exposure hazards from decomposition products: 
Not thoroughly investigated.  
Protective equipment:  
Wear self-contained breathing apparatus and protective clothing.  
 
6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES  
 
Personal precautions:  
Wear appropriate gloves (see Section 8), safety glasses to clean small releases/spillage. In  
case of vapour/aerosol formation, wear suitable respiratory protection means. Ventilate the  
area.  
Environmental precautions:  
No special measures required.  
Methods for cleaning up:  
Absorb spillages with liquid-binding material. Ventilate and wash the area after the spillage  
is completely removed.  
Additional information: 
No dangerous substances are released.  
 
7. HANDLING AND STORAGE  
 
Handling:  
No further requirements.  
Use appropriate personal protection measures (see Section 8). Avoid any contact with the  
liquid. Avoid the formation of aerosols. Ventilate area.  
Storage:  
Store at - 20°C.  
None other specific requirements relating to the preparation.  
 
8. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION  
 
Ingredients with limit values that require monitoring at the workplace:  
The product does not contain any relevant quantities of materials with critical values that  
need to be monitored at the workplace. 4 
General protective and hygienic measures:  
The usual precautionary measures are the same as for chemicals handling.  
Engineering measures:  
None specific requirements relating to the preparation.  
Personal protection:  
- Respiratory protection: No special measures required.  
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- Hand protection: Wear rubber gloves. None special requirements to rubber.  
- Eye protection: No need to wear glasses (goggles) when ordinary operations with the  
preparation. Safety glasses are recommended during certain operations when aerosol  
formation is possible.  
- Skin protection: The usual precautionary measures accepted in research laboratories, e.g.  
protective clothes (gowns). None specific requirements.  
 
9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES  
 
Appearance: Liquid.  
Colour: Colourless.  
Odour: Odourless.  
pH-value at 25°C: 8.0.  
Boiling point: 100°C. 
Flash Point: Not applicable.  
Flammability/autoflammability: The preparation is not flammable/self-igniting.  
Explosive properties: The preparation does not possess explosive properties.  
Oxidizing properties: Not applicable. 
Vapour pressure: Not applicable. 
Relative density at 20°C: ~1 g/cm3 
.  
Solubility in/miscibility with water: Fully miscible.  
Fat solubility: Not applicable.  
Vapour density: Not applicable. 
Evaporation rate: Not applicable. 
Conductivity: Not applicable. 
Viscosity: Not viscous.  
 
10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY  
 
Stability:  
Stable under storage conditions (see Section 7).  
Conditions to avoid: 
No conditions which may cause dangerous reactions.  
Possibility of hazardous reactions: 
No dangerous reactions known.  
Materials to avoid:  
No materials which may cause dangerous reactions.  
Hazardous decomposition products:  
No dangerous decomposition products known. 5 
Hazardous polymerization:  
Will not occur.  
 
11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION  
 
Routes of exposure:  
Inhalation: Inhalation of aerosols may cause allergic type reactions in sensitized  
individuals. 
Ingestion: Repeated ingestion or excessive dosage may cause irritation of the  
gastrointestinal tract.  
Skin and eye contact: Generally, the product does not irritate the skin and eyes. Prolonged  
skin or eye contact may cause minor irritation.  
Additional toxicological information: 
When used and handled according to specifications, the product does not have any harmful  
effects.  
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The product is not listed in a priority list as foreseen under Council Regulation (EEC) No 
793/93 on  
the evaluation and control of the risks of the existing substances.  
 
12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION  
 
Ecotoxicity: 
The preparation is considered not dangerous to the environment with respect to mobility,  
persistence and degradability, bioaccumulation, aquatic toxicity and other data relating to  
ecotoxicity.  
Persistence and degradability: 
The preparation is readily biodegradable.  
Bioaccumulative potential: 
It is considered that the preparation does not accumulate in biota, and does not pass through  
the food chain.  
Other adverse effects: 
Not applicable.  
 
13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS  
 
The disposal of the product does not present a danger.  
No special disposal methods required, except to be in accordance with current local 
environmental  
regulations.  
 
14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION  
 
Special precautions:  
None known.  
Proper shipping name: 
Not dangerous goods according to transport regulations. 6 
National transport regulations:  
No additional national transport regulations are known to the supplier.  
IMDG: Non-hazardous for sea freight.  
ADR: Non-hazardous for road transport.  
RID: Non-hazardous for rail transport.  
ICAO/IATA: Non-hazardous for air transport.  
Other information: 
The preparation may be stored in ice during the transportation.  
 
15. REGULATORY INFORMATION  
 
US  
Labelling according to US Regulations: Caution: Avoid contact and inhalation.  
US Regulatory information: SARA LISTED: No. 
EU  
Labelling according to EU Guidelines: The preparation is not dangerous within the  
meaning of Directives 67/548/EC, 1999/45/EC, and 88/379/ECC, and is not labelled with  
danger symbols or indications of danger.  
Canada  
WHMIS classification: This product has been classified in accordance with the hazard 
 criteria of the CPR, and the MSDS contains all the information required by the CPR. 
DSL: No.  
NDSL: No.  
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16. OTHER INFORMATION  
 
The above information is believed to be correct but does not purport to be all-inclusive and 
shall be used only as a guide. SibEnzyme shall not be held liable for any damage resulting 
from handling or  
from contact with the above product. 
 
 

Material Safety Data Sheet 
Uracil 

 
 
Section 1: Chemical Product and Company Identification 
Product Name: Uracil 
Catalog Codes: SLU1120 
CAS#: 66-22-8 
RTECS: YQ8650000 
TSCA: TSCA 8(b) inventory: Uracil 
CI#: Not available. 
Synonym: 2,4-Hydroxypyrimidine 
Chemical Formula: C4H4N2O2 
Contact Information: 
Sciencelab.com, Inc. 
14025 Smith Rd. 
Houston, Texas 77396 
US Sales: 1-800-901-7247 
International Sales: 1-281-441-4400 
Order Online: ScienceLab.com 
CHEMTREC (24HR Emergency Telephone), call: 
1-800-424-9300 
International CHEMTREC, call: 1-703-527-3887 
For non-emergency assistance, call: 1-281-441-4400 
 

Section 2: Composition and Information on Ingredients 
Composition: 
Name CAS # % by Weight 
Uracil 66-22-8 100 
Toxicological Data on Ingredients: Not applicable. 
 

Section 3: Hazards Identification 
Potential Acute Health Effects: 
Hazardous in case of ingestion. Slightly hazardous in case of skin contact (irritant), of eye 
contact (irritant), of inhalation. 
Potential Chronic Health Effects: 
Hazardous in case of ingestion. Slightly hazardous in case of skin contact (irritant), of eye 
contact (irritant), of inhalation. 
CARCINOGENIC EFFECTS: Not available. MUTAGENIC EFFECTS: Not available. 
TERATOGENIC EFFECTS: Not available. 
DEVELOPMENTAL TOXICITY: Not available. 
 

Section 4: First Aid Measures 
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Eye Contact: Immediately flush eyes with running water for at least 15 minutes, keeping 
eyelids open. Cold water may be 
used. 
Skin Contact: 
p. 2 
After contact with skin, wash immediately with plenty of water. Gently and thoroughly wash 
the contaminated skin with running 
water and non-abrasive soap. Be particularly careful to clean folds, crevices, creases and 
groin. Cover the irritated skin with an 
emollient. If irritation persists, seek medical attention. Wash contaminated clothing before 
reusing. 
Serious Skin Contact: Not available. 
Inhalation: Allow the victim to rest in a well ventilated area. Seek immediate medical 
attention. 
Serious Inhalation: Not available. 
Ingestion: 
Do not induce vomiting. Loosen tight clothing such as a collar, tie, belt or waistband. If the 
victim is not breathing, perform 
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. Seek immediate medical attention. 
Serious Ingestion: Not available. 
 

Section 5: Fire and Explosion Data 
Flammability of the Product: May be combustible at high temperature. 
Auto-Ignition Temperature: Not available. 
Flash Points: Not available. 
Flammable Limits: Not available. 
Products of Combustion: These products are carbon oxides (CO, CO2), nitrogen oxides 
(NO, NO2...). 
Fire Hazards in Presence of Various Substances: Not available. 
Explosion Hazards in Presence of Various Substances: 
Risks of explosion of the product in presence of mechanical impact: Not available. Risks of 
explosion of the product in 
presence of static discharge: Not available. 
Fire Fighting Media and Instructions: 
SMALL FIRE: Use DRY chemical powder. LARGE FIRE: Use water spray, fog or foam. Do 
not use water jet. 
Special Remarks on Fire Hazards: Not available. 
Special Remarks on Explosion Hazards: Not available. 
 

Section 6: Accidental Release Measures 
Small Spill: 
Use appropriate tools to put the spilled solid in a convenient waste disposal container. Finish 
cleaning by spreading water on 
the contaminated surface and dispose of according to local and regional authority 
requirements. 
Large Spill: 
Use a shovel to put the material into a convenient waste disposal container. Finish cleaning 
by spreading water on the 
contaminated surface and allow to evacuate through the sanitary system. 
 

Section 7: Handling and Storage 
Precautions: 
Keep away from heat. Keep away from sources of ignition. Empty containers pose a fire risk, 
evaporate the residue under a 
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fume hood. Ground all equipment containing material. Do not breathe dust. 
Storage: 
Keep container dry. Keep in a cool place. Ground all equipment containing material. Keep 
container tightly closed. Keep in a 
cool, well-ventilated place. Combustible materials should be stored away from extreme heat 
and away from strong oxidizing 
agents. 
 

Section 8: Exposure Controls/Personal Protection 
Engineering Controls: 
Use process enclosures, local exhaust ventilation, or other engineering controls to keep 
airborne levels below recommended 
exposure limits. If user operations generate dust, fume or mist, use ventilation to keep 
exposure to airborne contaminants 
below the exposure limit. 
Personal Protection: Safety glasses. Lab coat. Dust respirator. Be sure to use an 
approved/certified respirator or equivalent. 
Gloves. 
Personal Protection in Case of a Large Spill: 
Splash goggles. Full suit. Dust respirator. Boots. Gloves. A self contained breathing 
apparatus should be used to avoid 
inhalation of the product. Suggested protective clothing might not be sufficient; consult a 
specialist BEFORE handling this 
product. 
Exposure Limits: Not available. 
 

Section 9: Physical and Chemical Properties 
Physical state and appearance: Solid. 
Odor: Not available. 
Taste: Not available. 
Molecular Weight: 112.1 g/mole 
Color: Not available. 
pH (1% soln/water): Not available. 
Boiling Point: Not available. 
Melting Point: Decomposes. (335°C or 635°F) 
Critical Temperature: Not available. 
Specific Gravity: Not available. 
Vapor Pressure: Not applicable. 
Vapor Density: Not available. 
Volatility: Not available. 
Odor Threshold: Not available. 
Water/Oil Dist. Coeff.: Not available. 
Ionicity (in Water): Not available. 
Dispersion Properties: Not available. 
Solubility: Very slightly soluble in cold water. 
 

Section 10: Stability and Reactivity Data 
Stability: The product is stable. 
Instability Temperature: Not available. 
Conditions of Instability: Not available. 
Incompatibility with various substances: Not available. 
Corrosivity: Non-corrosive in presence of glass. 
p. 4 
Special Remarks on Reactivity: Not available. 
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Special Remarks on Corrosivity: Not available. 
Polymerization: No. 
 

Section 11: Toxicological Information 
Routes of Entry: Ingestion. 
Toxicity to Animals: 
LD50: Not available. LC50: Not available. 
Chronic Effects on Humans: Not available. 
Other Toxic Effects on Humans: 
Hazardous in case of ingestion. Slightly hazardous in case of skin contact (irritant), of 
inhalation. 
Special Remarks on Toxicity to Animals: Not available. 
Special Remarks on Chronic Effects on Humans: Not available. 
Special Remarks on other Toxic Effects on Humans: Not available. 
 

Section 12: Ecological Information 
Ecotoxicity: Not available. 
BOD5 and COD: Not available. 
Products of Biodegradation: 
Possibly hazardous short term degradation products are not likely. However, long term 
degradation products may arise. 
Toxicity of the Products of Biodegradation: The products of degradation are more toxic. 
Special Remarks on the Products of Biodegradation: Not available. 
 

Section 13: Disposal Considerations 
Waste Disposal: 

Section 14: Transport Information 
DOT Classification: Not a DOT controlled material (United States). 
Identification: Not applicable. 
Special Provisions for Transport: Not applicable. 
 

Section 15: Other Regulatory Information 
Federal and State Regulations: TSCA 8(b) inventory: Uracil 
Other Regulations: Not available.. 
Other Classifications: 
WHMIS (Canada): Not controlled under WHMIS (Canada). 
DSCL (EEC): 
This product is not classified according to the EU regulations. 
HMIS (U.S.A.): 
Health Hazard: 1 
Fire Hazard: 1 
Reactivity: 0 
Personal Protection: E 
National Fire Protection Association (U.S.A.): 
Health: 1 
Flammability: 1 
Reactivity: 0 
Specific hazard: 
Protective Equipment: 
Gloves. Lab coat. Dust respirator. Be sure to use an approved/certified respirator or 
equivalent. Safety glasses. 
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Thermal behaviour of the experiment boxes during the flight of the BEXUS-15 balloon. 
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UV irradiance measured by the reference detectors (BioDos) 

 

 
UV dose calculated from the gained data (BioDos) 
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